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FROM THE SECRETARIAT ... 
It was a week that would have made a hardened skeptic 

head for the nearest diviner. 
First the latest issue of the African Studies Review arrived 

in the office, the cover graced with a blank white box. The 
cover photo, a stitched-dyed cloth from Igbo country, Ni
geria, had been there when we last saw and approved the 
cover blues. We picked up the issue, irrationally turning to 
the inside front cover, then to the inside and outside back 
cover as we looked for that elusive picture. Another irra
tional thought flashed through the mind. Perhaps it was 
omitted only on this copy. 

The printer was equally horrified that the photo had 
been inadvertently dropped out when a text correction was 
made. To compound the error, no one had noticed it be
fore the issue was mailed (see p. 23). 

The mail delivery that brought the African Studies Re
view also brought only a smattering of ballots responding 
to the vote on amendments to the bylaws. And most of 
those bore overseas postmarks, for we had mailed the over
seas ballots by air. As the week continued, the phone began 
to ring. It soon became clear that US-based members were 
receiving the ballot, which had been mailed on May 29, 
during the third week in June at best. Many were kindly 
calling to ask if they could still return it. Yes, they could 
and did. We appreciated members who sensed a postal ser
vice delay and returned the ballot despite the announced 
deadline of June 19. 

We waited until July 1 to count the returns. Happily, 
the requisite 20 percent of current members had voted and 
both amendments carried. The results of the voting are re
corded on p. 21. 

Being firm believers in the superstition that bad things 
come in threes, we await future mail deliveries with a cer
tain amount of trepidation. 

Meanwhile, there has been good news. The preliminary 
program for the 1991 Annual Meeting, scheduled to take 
place in Sf. Louis from November 23-26, has been complet
ed by Program Chair Victor Le Vine. Our staff is working 
to complete the formatting of the text, which should be in 
your hands a week to ten days from the time that you re
ceive this newsletter. 

Please buy your plane tickets early. The meeting ends 
during a heavy travel period in the US, the two days before 
Thanksgiving. And please use the ASA travel agency, Con
ventions in America (p. 6) which guarantees you the least 
expensive fare at the time that you call. 



WE WELCOME NEW ASA MEMBERS 

(who joined between March 1 and June 1) 

Akwasi Aidoo 
Femi Ajayi 
Aron Aji 
Daniel K. A vorgbedor 
Teresa A. Barnes 
Kouadio Marcel Brou 
Constantine George Caffentzis 
Vincent J. Cornell 
Jeffrey Coupe 
Marylee S. Crofts 
Filsan Darman 
Peter A. Dumbuya 
Emmanuel I. Ede 
Erne N. Ekekwe 
Nicole Elisha 
Richard Elphick 
Sylvester Olubanji Fajonyomi 
Nina Fales 
William Fawcett 
Bradley Flamm 
W.M. Freund 

Steven Friedson 
Sandra L. Fullerton 
Peter Geschiere 
Charles Gore 
Miriam Grant 
Glen Martin Green 
John Hanson 
Anne Alfhild Hendrickson 
Donald A. Himes 
Simphiwe Hlatshwayo 
Michel Huff 
Robert T. Huffman 
Serah Hyde 
Ngozi Caleb Kamalu 
N.J. Karoma 
MaeC. King 
Peter L. & Solveig Kjeseth 
Doreen Klassen 
Zinta Konrad 
Donald A. Krueckeberg 
Paul Lane 

Austin Leyden 
A.Li 
Charlie E. Mahone 
Mhlangano Lionel Maphalala 
Denise McCoskey 
David Chioni Moore 
Anthea Morrison 
Joan Mulondo 
A. Peter Mutharika 
Lina & Piripiri Mvumbi 
Leonard Ngabo-Lutaaya 
Peter O. Ndege 
Anny Morandy Nostrakis 
Boniface Obichere 
Tanure Ojaide 
Sylvia Ojukutu-Macauley 
Cheryl Olkes 
Osaak A. Olumwullah 
KwakuOsafu 
AdilOsman 
Mustapha K. Pasha 

WE THANK ASA ENDOWMENT 

CONTRIBUTORS 
(Contributing between March 1 and June 1) 

Donors 
Baffour Agyeman-Duah 
Akwasi Aidoo 
Nancy Ambruster 
Lois Ann Anderson 
Henry Bienen 
Sylvia Ardyn Boone 
Patrick M. Boyle 
Cynthia Brantley 
Linda Bucher 
Nana K. A. Busia 
Herbert M. Cole 
Daniel Compagnon 
Kristy D. Cook 
John M. D. Crossey 
Daniel J. Crowley 
Cyril Daddieh 
William J. Dewey 

Larry Diamond 
Susan Diduk 
Henry Drewal 
Margaret T. Drewal 
David W. Dunlop 
Felix K. Ekechi 
Alan Feinstein 
Vicki Lynn Ferguson 
Karen E. Fields 
Ursula Funk 
Susan Geiger 
Marilyn Giorgio-Poole 
Ethel W. Githii 
Kris Hardin 
Margaret Jean Hay 
Kea Herron 
Thomas J. Hinnebusch 
Nicholas Hopkins 

Cutis E. Huff 
M. Carol Jaenson 
Vashti W. Joyner 
Flora S. Kaplan 
Dolores B. Koenig 
Milton & Judith Krieger 
George La Rue 
Rose Lake 
Harry W. Langworthy 
Margot Lovett 
Peter Malanchuk 
Phyllis Martin 
Charles Piot 
Cora Presley 
Brenda Randolph 
William Cyrus Reed 
Carl G. Rosberg 
Yvette Scheven 

Catherine Powell 
Sarnory Rashid 
M. Rory 
Michelle Sauther 
RopoSekoni 
Malik Sekou 
Kwezi Sembe 
Barry Shapiro 
Sara W. Smith 
Elisee Soumonni 
Barbara Stucki 
Robert & Linda Kaye Sussman 
P. S. Thompson 

Lou Turner 

James H. Vaughan 

Gerald A. Watson 

Michael West 

Kathleen O'Brien Wicker 

Michael Zwecker 


Kwezi Sembe 
Eugenia Shanklin 
Robert E. Smith 
Monteze M. Snyder 
Leon P. Spencer 
Margaret Strobel 
Charles H. Stuart 
John F. Sullivan 
Albert Tingbe-Azalou 
Lillian Trager 
Maude S. Wahlman 
Roslyn A. Walker 
Barbara J. Webb 
Robert G. White 
I. W. Zartman 

Friends of the ASA (Pledging $100 per year for 3 years) 


Susan H. Broadhead Edmond J. Keller Ahmed I. Samatar 
Mark Delancey 
EkpoO.Eyo 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja Nancy Lawler & Ivor Wilks 



THE ENDOWMENT CAMPAIGN 

We are pleased to report that more than 400 ASA mem be approaching foundations and individual donors. Our 

bers have now given tax-deductible gifts to the ASA En case will be strongest with potential donors if we can dem
dowment. Their generosity has been crucial as we near our onstrate that a large proportion of ASA members are sup
first goal for the receipt of matching funds from the Na porting the campaign by making gifts. 
tional Endowment for the Humanities - $40,000 in dona As you consider your gift, remember that a lifetime 
tions by July 31, 1991. membership is an excellent way to support the ASA and 

President Martin A. Klein has written to all ASA mem avoid the hassle of yearly dues payments. The $1200 cost of 
bers asking your support for the Endowment Campaign. the lifetime membership may be paid over a three-year pe
Please give as much as you can, but most importantly, give riod. The Association's accountant indicates that purchas
something. In the next several months, members of the ers of lifetime memberships may consider $800 of the fee a 
Board and the Association's Development Committee will charitable contribution. 

LETTERS 
Because of space limitations, letters appearing here may be edited. 

Dear Dr. Bay: feel compelled to correct a number of inac-
We are writing to you concerning our curacies and misunderstandings ex

, experiences with a volunteer program pressed. 
which sends recent university graduates This past year, Visions in Action 
to Kenya for year-long internships. Vi- placed 14 interns in Nairobi, Kenya, with 

- sions in Action places interns for an ad- nonprofit development organizations, 
ministrative fee. The interns are responsi- newspapers and magazines. Two were 
ble for all costs incurred during their stay. placed in short-term internships and 12 

As the program's first participants, we for a period of one year. Our long-term 
- have been dissatisfied with it and would program consists of a one-month orienta

like to warn others against participating. Hon emphasizing indigenous language 
With our acceptance, we were prom-training, followed by an 11-month intern

- ised that internships had been arranged 
for us in Kenya. But upon our arrival, we 
discovered that not only had the majority 
of internships not been arranged, but that 
Visions in Action was not a registered or
ganization with the Kenyan government. 
In addition, the process of legal documen
tation necessary for us to volunteer in 
Kenya had not been undertaken. 

Furthermore, we had to absorb costs 
which were not outlined in the initial liter
ature. 

We have seen few tangible benefits 
from the administrative fee and wanted to 
pass on this information to other prospec
tive interns. Although this program 
promises a lot for a comparatively small 
amount of money, it has fallen far short of 
its obligations. 

Theresa Sebik, for former 
Visions in Action Interns 

Shawn Skelton, the Director of Visions in Ac
tion, writes in response. 

I was surprised to see the letter from 
Theresa Sebik on the Visions in Action Ur
ban Development Intern program, and 

ship. It is true that 3 of the 12 long-term 
interns left early - two because they 
chose to pursue other endeavors, and one 
because of a lack of money. It is also true 
that costs ran slightly over the advertised 
budget _ the orientation was approxi
mately $100 more per person, due to the 
late cancellations of several interns, and 
we failed to inform the interns that they 
would have to pay $25 for their pupil's 
visa while in country. 

However, there are quite a few inaccu
racies in Ms. Sebik's letter. It is not true 
that all interns are responsible for all the 
costs for the internship fully one-half of 
the long-term interns received some type 
of housing stipend from their sponsoring 
organization _ some even received more 
of a housing stipend than the cost of their 
rent. As well, the organization's adminis
trative costs are largely underwritten 
through donations, so none of the interns 
pay all of their costs. As for the sugges
tion that internships be arranged ahead of 
time, we believe that since the interns 
must raise their own funds for the intern
ship, that it is important to offer them 
maximum flexibility in choosing their 
own internship; as well, non profits rarely 

agree to accept a person on their staff for 
a year if they have never met them. We 
place an intern only after both the intern 
and the recipient organization are com
fortable with each other. 

In response to Ms. Sebik's concern that 
we are not a registered organization in 
Kenya, it is not a relevant point, since we 
place interns through our legal Kenyan 
counterpart, Kingozi/lnterchange. 

As Ms. Sebik correctly points out, we 
do offer much for a very reasonable cost. 
Our 1991-92 internships require interns to 
raise between $4200-5000 for an entire 
year in an African city, including airfare, 
room and board, orientation, language 
training, health insurance and spending 
money. The interns in Ms. Sebik's group 
paid only a $200 fee for administrative 
costs that ran to $1400 per intern - thus, 
over 85% of the administrative costs of 
her internship were paid for through pri
vate donations. 

Finally, as anyone who has worked 
for a while in Africa knows, there is much 
that happens there that is unpredictable, 
and running an intern program without a 
large financial base or upper level diplo
matic connections, such as the Peace 
Corps has, is a very difficult task indeed. 
What Ms. Sebik does not seem to under
stand is that this was the first year we 
have run the program. Many of the initial 
problems have been worked out and will 
not inhibit future programs, and I thank 
her and all of the first year interns for pro
viding important suggestions on how to 
improve the program. As we build this 
program throughout Africa's urban cen
ters, their comments are all being taken 
into consideration. 



Dear Dr. Bay: 
I read in the ASA News, January/March 

1991, that the ASA Board has been dis
cussing the issue of the academic boycott 
of South Africa. I have been in South Afri
ca for a year, mainly doing research but 
also some teaching, and I would like to 
contribute some ideas to the debate. 

There are two issues involved here. 
One is whether there are valid reasons for 
pursuing the boycott at this point. The 
second is one of academic freedom. I see 
no enthusiasm for the academic boycott 
here. "Progressive" South Africans have 
de facto called off their own boycott of the 
black universities - Transkei, Fort Hare, 
etc., having concluded that nothing was 
gained by leaving these institutions in re
actionary hands. The international boy
cott of other institutions has a similar ef
fect - only conservative visiting 
professors come and students only get ex
posed to certain ideas. However, it re
mains important for scholars to make sure 
they are not being used - there is a major 
difference between giving a lecture at a 
university, arranged through normal aca
demic channels, and going on a govern
ment sponsored lecture tour. That, at 
least, has been my conclusion, and on that 
basis I have been teaching at Wits and I do 
not regret it. 

My teaching was cleared with UDUSA, 
and I have serious doubts about that deci
sion. Having been certified as sufficiently 
anti-apartheid to be fit to teach, I conclud
ed this is a clear violation of academic 
freedom. Asking the blessing of UDUSA 
means in practice recognizing the princi
ple that political beliefs are an acceptable 
criterium to be used in screening faculty. 
The fact that in this case the political belief 
is one we all share does not erase the 
problem. 

ASA News states that members of the 
Board of Directors suggested that scholars 
should visit South Africa only with the ad
vance approval of UDUSA, or even the 
ANC, the UDP or mass democratic move
ment - the latter suggestion is based on a 
misunderstanding of what the mass dem
ocratic movement is, by the way; it is not 
an organization that could grant a permis
sion. I strongly advise you to consider 
well the implications of these suggestions. 
It is extremely dangerous to establish the 
precedent that political organizations have 
the right to limit freedom of speech. It 
may be worth remembering too that the 
ANC is not the only party in South Africa, 
not even the only black party. Why not 

ask for the PAC's permission, or AZAPO's 
or, God forbid, Inkatha's? 

If the ASA feels it is time to start lifting 
the academic boycott, it should consider 
offering guidelines to scholars about the 
kind of institutions and activities they 
should avoid, and conversely about what 
they could do which may be helpful in 
this difficult period of transition. But it 
should not suggest that political organiza
tions have the right to approve or veto in
dividuals on ideological grounds. 

Marina Ottaway 
University of the Witwatersrand 

Dear Dr. Bay: 
Martin Klein's 'The ASA, Scholarly Re

search and South Africa" in the April/ 
June 1991 issue of ASA News is a disturb
ing piece. I do not for a moment doubt his 
intentions nor do I wish to question his in
tegrity. But his misguided intervention 
does pose certain dangers for the libera
tion movement, for it favors the apartheid 
regime, at least in its practical import. 

We can look at the issue he raises about 
dropping the academic boycott of South 
Africa another way. In 1986 at the ASA 
meeting in Madison, Wisconsin, a group 
of concerned scholars took a stand against 
the inclusion of a representative of Rena
mo on the same platform as two other 
scholars speaking to the situation in Na
mibia and Uganda. The outraged mem
bers present staged a dignified walkout 
once they realized their quite unintended 
but obnoxious role in placing Renamo on 
the same respectable plane as SWAPO 
and the Ugandan Liberation Front. In 
their principled opposition to Renamo, 
there was no question of imposing any 
kind of "ideological controls over re
search" or "vetting scholarship." There is 
neither research nor scholarship worthy of 
emulation in contemplating mass murder 
and dressing up the evil in some pseudo
academic garb. In conferring some sem
blance of academic respectability to the 
Renamo representative's defense of the 
type of senseless carnage perpetrated by 
Renamo against the people of Mozam
bique, the ASA would have been hovering 
dangerously close to giving some legiti
macy, however unwittingly, to the slaugh
ter of the innocent, under the pretense that 
it was objectionable to "demand that other 
scholars take an ideological litmus test." 
The stand taken against Renamo was not 
merely ideological- though ideology 
was as important an ingredient in this in

, 

! 

stance as it was in the case of academics 
who stood up to Nazism - but it was also 
eminently humane. Their stand took in 
the good of humanity which they rightly 
saw as loftier than sanctioning evil 
dressed in academic robes. 

The academic and cultural boycott, like 
sanctions against South Africa in general, 
was not championed by people with "ide
ological blinders," for the insidious pur
pose of preventing us from carrying out 
"our obligation ... to seek our truths wher
ever we find them." The boycott was un
dertaken to expose lies rather than to sup
press the truth. There was a realization 
among those who saw apartheid, like 
Nazism, as a crime against humanity that 
at the heart of apartheid culture was an af
front to humanity, especially that of the 
African people of South Africa. In a con
flict with nobler claims of humanity, 
claims to life itself, the humane poSition to 
adopt was to uphold the primacy of hu
manity and the inviolable right of the 
downtrodden and oppressed to life. That 
is what the South African struggle, like the 
struggle in Mozambique, is still about. 

The give-away sentence in Martin 
Klein's appeal to "objectivity" is the fol
lowing statement, which confuses signal 
or symbol with substance: "South Africa is 
going through a rapid process of change." 
In whose estimate? Such an utterance is 
not the product of the "free exercise" of 
anyone's "critical faculties;" it has certain 
political ramifications and, in fact, reflects 
the point of view of the apartheid regime. 
"Apartheid is dead" has been their favorite 
utterance for more than a decade, but no 
one has as yet seen the corpse. If ASA 
wants to act on principles which uphold 
the primacy of life and freedom for all, it 
would be wise to await the verdict of the 
bereaved, in this case the victims of apart
heid themselves, before donning mourn
ing clothes to attend the funeral, or in
dulging in the kind of academic vulturism 
Martin Klein's statement propagates. 

Mbulelo Vizikhungo Mzamane 
University of Vermont 

Martin Klein responds: 

The difference between Professor Mza
mane and myself is not over goals, but 
over how best to implement those goals. I 
believe not only in "life and freedom," but 
in equality and social justice. I have long 
been a member of a Toronto liberation 
support committee and have given money 

l 



to the ANC. That does not mean that I 
must support everything the ANC does 
or do everything the ANC asks me to do. 

I did not claim in my memo that apart 
heid was dead, only that rapid change is 
taking place. Mandela is free and the 
ANC is operating openly within South 
Africa. I am well aware that South Africa 
has a long way to go and that De Klerk 
will do his best to preserve some form of 
white hegemony. My memo, however, 
was not about politics, but about the way 

ANNUAL MEETING 

1991 


The preliminary program for the 
1991 ASA Annual Meeting will be 

_mailed to ASA members in late July. 
Make your hotel and plane reserva
tions early. 

The Annual Meeting program be
gins on Saturday morning, November 
23 and ends at Tuesday midday, No
vember 26, two days before the 

. Thanksgiving holiday. The airlines 
have assured us that all normal spe
cial fares are in effect for the week be
fore Thanksgiving. However, good 
deals disappear quickly as people 
make plans for the holiday. Call Con
ventions in America (see ad this page) 
for travel assistance. 

All sessions will take place at the 
Adam's Mark Hotel, Fourth and 
Chestnut, in downtown St. Louis. Re
serve your room by calling 314-241
7400 or ask Conventions in America to 
make your reservation for you. The 
single room rate is $72 and double 
$79. 

Program Chair Victor Le Vine has 
planned an excellent program that fea
tures more than 160 panels on all as
pects of African studies, a keynote ad
dress by Wole Soyinka and a special 
tribute and memorial to Gwendolyn 
Carter. 

The ASA Women's Caucus will 
sponsor a mini-conference on "The 
Status of Women's Studies in Africa" 
on November 22-23. Women's Caucus 
members will receive further informa
tion on that event in the Women's 
Caucus newsletter. 

foreign scholars should relate to South Af fends our most profoundly held princi
rica. ples. Mzamane claims that "spurious 

I do not believe that any of us is objec claims to academic pursuit sometimes 
tive. That does not mean we should not conflict with the nobler claims of humani
try. I am a scholar. I believe that as schol ty." In this, I would argue that academic 
ars, we are most effective when beholden research on South Africa has provided the 
to no single group, when capable of ques basis for these nobler claims. In this case, 
tioning our friends and our most deeply as in most such cases, the restriction of the 
held ideals. I also believe that the quest free inquiry and discussion of issues, 
for truth and understanding has under whether self-imposed or imposed by high
mined and isolated the South African re er authority, is dysfunctional for the very 
gime, largely because its social order of- groups supporting it. 

African Studies Association X 
1991 ASA Annual Meeting 

November 23-26 - St. Louis, Missouri 


Get there for less! Call Conventions in America for lowest fares 
on any airline and discounts on Trana World Airlines and 
Alamo Rent-a-Car. Save time by requesting your hotel 
accommodations in advance at Adams Mark when purchasing 
airline tickets. 

Call 1-800-535-1492 - ASA acct. #469: 
'II" Lowest fares on any airline (guaranteed at time of booking) 


'II" Advance hotel request when purchasing airline tickets 

.. Discounted airfares on TWA (see below) 


'II" Discounted car rental rates from Alamo Rent-A-Car (see below) 


'II" Free flight insurance of SlOO,OOO 

.. Senior Citizen discounts honored (62 & over) 

'II" Frequent Flyer mileage 

'II" Boarding passes & seat assignments 

'II" Tickets mailed promptly upon receipt of payment 

'II" Credit card, check, money order accepted. 


Official Carrier: TWA· 
45% off unrestricted coach fares 

5% off lowest applicable fares, from first class to the deeply 
discounted ultra-saver fares. 

*7 day advance pllrchase & lOme restrictiODS apply. CaUl-lOO-S1S-1492 - or ifYOIi eall 

TWA directly @ 1-800-325-4933, YOIl mllSt refer to Prolile #CVUI821. and ask to be ticketed by 
CoaveatioDJ in America, tile official agency of re<:OnI, in order 10 receive additional free beaefita. 

IfYOII eall Ala.o directly @ 1-800-3Z7-9633 refer 10 Code #75715, Rate Code 02 

PIIII, YOII become eligible 10 wia two free rond 1Jip tickellllO anyone of ISO destinatioDS ia the 

contiaealal U.S. on selected earriers. Open to all passengeo ticketed tbrollp ConYentioDJ ia 
America. 

Call one number ... 
1-800-535-1492 ASA acct #469 

Raervation IaoIlO: 7:00am-5:00pm P!IT (24 hr. information seMce available) 

Comenliool in America. 7"22J) Trade St. #1211. San Diego, CA 92.121 • 61~S66-ll8OOIf"" 1i1~SIl6-7"22J) 



PROVISIONAL MINUTES 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
Saturday, May 18. 9:20 am. 
Huron Room, Sheraton Centre, Toronto. 

Present: Directors Martin Klein (Chair), Joel Barkan, Carol East
man, Christraud Geary, Martha Gephart, Sandra Greene, Bever
ly Grier, Goran Hyden, Edmond Keller, Catharine Newbury, Su
layman Nyang, Ann Seidman. Edna Bay (Exec. Sec.), Joseph 
Miller (Treasurer), Mark DelAncey (AASP representa
tive),Victor Le Vine (guest). 

1. Approval of October 31 and November 4, 1990 Board 
minutes 

Minutes were approved as published in ASA News (Jan/ 
Mar 1991). 

2. Report of the Executive Secretary 
Bay presented the following written report: 

Membership, Member Services 
Our individual membership totals continue to expand. A 

total of 1767 persons had taken out 1991 memberships by 
May 13. That figures compares with approximately 1200 
renewals by this time last year. 

Production of member publications is going well. There 
will be a transition in editors of the African Studies Review 
later this summer which we anticipate will be effected 
smoothly. 

We have received a good number of compliments on the 
membership directory and plan in the 1992 edition to pro
vide more details on individuals (including, for example, 
electronic mail addresses). The cost for the 1990 edition 
was $4300 not including staff time; I think it well worth the 
investment. 

Annual Meetings 
Work is moving ahead on the 1991, 1992, 1993 and 1994 

annual meetings. As you are aware, we had an unpleasant 
shock in mid-December when the hotel contracted for this 
year announced that it was closing as of January 1. After a 
flurry of phone calls and inspection visits by Victor Le 
Vine, we signed a contract with the Adam's Mark, without 
question the finest hotel in St. Louis and arguably the best 
facility that ASA has ever used. Our members should be 
very pleased with the space and room areas and we were 
able to negotiate an extremely low rate of $72 single. 

Lee Cassanelli is completing the selection of his panels 
committee for 1992. The 1992 local arrangements commit
tee in Seattle, which will be spear-headed by Chris Water
man and Karen Morrell, is hard at work already. 

David Newbury has accepted the Board's appointment 
as panels committee chair for 1993. He plans to be working 

ASA Publications 
Two new books will be out shortly: the second volume 

of the Nketia festschrift, edited by Jacqueline Djedje and 
produced by the UCLA African Studies Center, and Con
flict in the Horn of Africa, edited by Georges Nzongola
Ntalaja. 

We have received a number of expressions of interest in 
our new publishing directions, most particularly in the 
preparation of materials for classroom use. 

Endowment Campaign 
We have done well in solicitations from members. To 

date we have received more than 2 . ations eli
gibl~ for matchi . e NEH Challen e Grant. Our 
members have been giving at thY rate of 130/i0 as they have 
renewed. Since 2/3 of every lifetime membership is eligi
ble for matching, I would like to encourage solicitation of 
lifetime memberships as well as donations. 

Our donations since December 1989 combined with the 
money set aside initially for the endowment and pledged 
by the NEH now totals more than $185,000. 

Finances 
Treasurer Joe Miller visited the secretariat along with 

Martin Klein and Ed Keller in February. 
We continue to operate in the black, though as we sur

veyed salary projections, we agreed that the ASA needs ~l
ways to operate with care and concern for our finanClal 
limitations and obligations. 

Emory Renewal 
During that February visit our president, vice president 

and treasurer also met with the Emory Vice President for 
Research and Dean of the Graduate School, the official to 
whom we report. The Dean expressed his enthusiasm for 
the renewal of the contract with the Association. The cur
rent contractual arrangements with Emory provide us 
with complimentary space and utilities, the use of Emory 
facilities and services, a salary supplement that currently 
is at $9000 per year, and funding for a 20 hour per week 
work-study student. The ASA officers asked for two en
hancements above and beyond these: a grant of $7000 for 
the upgrading of computer equipment and the creation of 
a second position, an Assistant Executive Director, that 
parallels in structure that of the Executive Secretary. That 
position would be a half-time teaching position funded by 
Emory; the other half responSibility would be to the ASA 
and would be funded by the Association. 

The dean has confirmed that the supplement for com
puter equipment will be available from this year's Emory 
College budget. Conversations about the idea of an Assist
ant Executive Director will continue in the next few 
months and we will hope to have a definite response by Ithe time of the fall meeting. 

\ 

I 


closely with Jim McCann of the BU African Studies Center Meetings
during this next year. Martin Klein and I attended the spring meeting of NCA



SA, the National Council of Area Studies Associations, in 
Washington in April. He and I then joined the ASA's dele
gate, Elliott Skinner, to attend the annual meeting of the 
American Council of Learned Societies. This was our first 
attendance at an ACLS annual meeting since our admis
sion to that organization this past year. 

I represented the ASA at the spring meeting of the Asso
ciation of African Studies Programs in Washington and, 
thanks to a happy coincidence, was able also to attend a 
portion of the ASA's Archives-Libraries Committee meet
ing. 

On Newbury's motion, the Board commended Bay for 
obtaining the NEH Challenge Grant and publishing the 
membership directory. The Board expressed support for 
Bay's work. 

3. Finance Committee Report 
Nyang reported that the committee recommended a rise 

in institutional dues of $5 per year for the next three years. 
. He noted that the committee had discussed the need for 

management of Association assets and the necessary costs 
of more professional management of the secretariat opera
tions. 

Miller stressed the need for fiscal responsibility and 
monitoring of expenditures for all aspects of ASA opera

. tions. He reviewed the budget proposed for 1991-92 and 
noted that additional statements will be prepared in future 
to show assets, endowment totals and management of 
funds. The Board discussed income needs to support a sec
ond half-time professional staff position expected to begin 
in 1992. 

Nyang moved that institutional dues be increased. Seid
man seconded the motion which passed. 

Nyang moved that the 1991-92 budget be accepted. 
Newbury seconded the motion which passed. 

4. ASA Endowment 
Eastman reported that more than $21,000 in donations 

had been received to date and that 13% of ASA members 
renewing in 1991 had contributed. She urged the Board to 
take responsibility for raising matching funds for the NEH 
Challenge Grant. 

Keller proposed a retreat for the Board and Develop
ment Committee during which plans could be made for 
the campaign, and Gerhart noted that the Board needed to 
identify funding targets for the short term and to plan for 
longer contacts. The Board agreed to hold a retreat on Fri
day afternoon and evening, November 22, just prior to the 
opening of the Annual Meeting. Klein appointed a com
mittee of Sandra Barnes, Keller, Eastman and Bay to plan 
the retreat. 

Hyden moved that the Board act immediately by 1) 
making personal donations within the following two 
weeks, 2) contacting peers to solicit gifts, and 3) reporting 
on their successes in November. Barkan seconded the mo

tion which passed. Miller noted that the purchase of a life
time membership provided an $800 tax-deductible match
ing gift. 

5. Annual Meeting Committee 
Keller reported that the committee had considered invi

tations from Louisville and Toronto for 1994. The commit
tee wished to explore additional sites and make a final rec
ommendation to the Board in November. 

Seidman moved that the report be accepted and that the 
committee continue to consider Louisville and Toronto, 
along with additional sites such as Philadelphia, the Bay 
area, Washington and Florida. 

6. Committee on Coordinate Organizations 
Greene reported that the committee had devised a set of 

categories of relationship of organizations to the ASA. The 
categories included: 

ASA-sponsored organizations, with 66% or more ASA 
members, would include the ASA name in their titles, 
would report annually to the Board and membership, 
would possibly receive subventions and financial services 
from the Association, would be able to apply for up to 
$100,000 in outside funding in the name of the ASA, and 
would be able to sponsor panels and receive space for busi
ness meetings at the Annual Meeting. . 

Associate organizations, with 33% or more ASA mem
bers, would be able to sponsor panels and receive space for 
business meetings at the Annual Meeting. 

Affiliate organizations, with less than 33% ASA mem
bers, would be able to sponsor panels and would be 
charged a modest fee for use of space for business meet
ings. 

The current category of institutional membership needed 
to be more clearly defined and a decision made on wheth
er or not a second category of institutional membership 
was appropriate. Greene said she would report to her com
mittee on the Board's discussion, then publish the commit
tee's proposal for ordering of coordinate organizations in 
the newsletter and send it to coordinate organizations for 
their comments. The proposal would also be discussed at 
the ASA business meeting in St. Louis. 

Hyden recommended that the committee seek legal ad
vice if necessary. Gephart noted that these issues needed to 
be considered along with the reorganization associated 
with the national panels committee structure and Klein rec
ommended that Greene communicate with Lee Cassanelli, 
the panels chair for 1992. 

7. Report on the 1991 St. Louis Meeting 
Victor Le Vine reported that the program would be di

vided into four parts: the main academic program and 
three related sets of activity: a special conference on wom
en's studies in Africa organized by Claire Robertson; a 
workshop for pre-collegiate teachers organized by Michelle 
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Shoresman; and an African cultural festival organized by 
Cynthia Cosby. 

To date the program had 110 organized panels, work
shops and roundtables proposed by members, of which 
about 35 were sponsored. There were in addition 34 panels 
created from the approximately 130 individual paper sub
missions. The committee was working towards an event 
limit of ISO, not including ASA committee and organiza
tion meetings and special events. 

Special events and speakers were still not confirmed, 
though Wole Soyinka, Chester Crocker and Howard 
Wolpe had been invited. 

The teachers' workshops were being organized in coop
eration with the St. louis International Education Consor
tium and the St. Louis Art Museum. One on African arts 
would be held on Friday, Nov. 22, at the museum and key
noted by John Nunley. The second, on Saturday, would be 
at the hotel and would deal with teaching about Africa. 

In addition to the appearance of a weaver, there would 
be several performances of Soyinka's 'Trials of Brother 
Jero" presented by the 51. louis Black Repertory Company. 
The committee also hoped to have a play by Femi Osofi
san. 

Current funding was enough to cover the necessary ex
penses of the meeting. Additional funds were being raised 
to cover a more elaborate reception and to sponsor the 
plays and other events. 

Directors queried le Vine about the film program, 
which was being organized by Tom Knipp. Klein ex
pressed concern that there not be too many papers on pan
els. 

8. Report of the Committee to Investigate the Baltimore 
Meeting 

Bay left the room. The following minutes were prepared 
by Gephart: 

Martin Klein reported for the committee appointed to 
study charges made after the Baltimore meeting. The 
Board discussed the report in executive session. The com
mittee investigated the transfer of rooms which made it 
impossible for a planned concert to take place. The com
mittee concluded that the transfer was made at the sugges
tion of the hotel and that no member of the Secretariat was 
involved. Hotel records also suggest that the room to 
which the concert was transferred was larger than the one 
originally assigned. 

The committee also considered charges by the Pro
gram Chair of the Baltimore meeting that the Executive 
Secretary had shown disrespect and wished him ill. The 
committee concluded that decisions and policies initiated 
by the Board, as part of its effort to restructure the plan
ning and organization of the annual meetings, had created 
a situation of conflict between the Secretariat, which was 
charged with carrying out Board policies, and the Program 
Chair and Committee for the 1991 meeting. This situation 
led to strained interactions between the Secretariat and the 

Program Chair. The Board regretted having created the 
conditions which led to these difficulties. The Board indi
cated both its satisfaction with the work of the Secretariat 
and its gratitude for the work of the Baltimore Program 
Committee. Members of the Board then discussed how to 
avoid similar conflicts in the future. 

Bay returned. There was no further discussion of the 
topic. 

9. Herskovits Committee 
The Board considered policies for eligibility of titles. It 

was agreed that the committee should use its own judg
ment regarding previous winners nominated a second 
time. English translations of scholarly works would be eli
gible in the year they were first published in English. 
Works by multiple authors (but not collected essays) 
would be eligible. 

Dennis Cordell was named to replace Bogumil Jewsie
wicki when the latter's term expires at the end of 1991. 

10. Publications Committee Report 
Newbury reported on behalf of the search committee for 

an editor of African Studies Review (Greene, David Henige 
and Newbury). Two bids were received, though one later 
was withdrawn because of a lack by institutional funding. 
A third person expressed interest in the editorship but was 
unable to find a needed editorial associate. 

A bid by Mark Delancey was reviewed by the commit
tee. Delancey planned a strong editorial board and work 
by an assistant editor, Ron Atkinson. He had received com
mitments for nearly $20,000 per year in support from the 
University of South Carolina and in addition hoped to 
have some $8000 more for secretarial services. He planned 
to complete his three-year term as book review editor. The 
committee recommended that Delancey be appointed for 
a three-year term with a possible renewal. 

The Publications Committee reviewed recommenda
tions from Carol Thompson and approved the following 
changes: 1) efforts would be made to have institutional 
support confirmed in writing by the host university; 2) 
greater recognition would be given the host university in 
ASR and journal editors would be recognized in the annu
al meeting program; 3) in order to improve communica
tions between the Board and editor, the editor would at
tend the spring Board meeting, a liaison would be 
appointed to work with the editor, and the vice president 
and president would sit on the Publications Committee; 
and 4) a timetable for submission of articles and printing 
for ASR, Issue and History in Africa had been devised. 

Harvey Glickman submitted a proposal for four special 
editions of Issue with contributions by African authors on 
1) the democratic opposition movements; 2) the evaluation 
of economic reform programs; 3) international donors and 
African priorities toward renewal of development; and 4) 
conflict resolution among and within African states. The 



committee supported the proposal provided certain chang
es were made in the budget. 

The committee considered a manuscript prepared by 
members of the Task Force for Sustainable Development. 
In light of a positive reveiwer's report, the committee rec
ommended publication provided the Task Force offered a 
subvention in the area of $4000. If additional funds were 
available, they could be used to assist in the distribution of 
the book to Africa. Possible co-publication with Africa 
World Press and ACTS (African Centre for Technology 
Studies) would be explored. 

Nyang moved approval of the committee report and 
Geary seconded the motion which passed. 

11. Distinguished Africanist Award 
In the absence of nominations for 1991, Klein asked 1) if 

an award should be made and 2) if selection procedures 
should be changed. Several potential nominees were dis
cussed and directors made suggestions for selection proce
dures. Bay pointed out that the award was not supported 
financially by any income source. Several suggestions were 
made for non-Board members of the selection committee 
and Klein was asked to choose among them and convene 
the committee. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

Sunday, May 19. 8:30 am. 

Huron Room, Sheraton Centre, Toronto. 


Present: Directors Martin Klein (Chair), Joel Barkan, Carol East
man, Christraud Geary, Martha Gephart, Sandra Greene, Bever
ly Grier, Goran Hyden, Edmond Keller, Catharine Newbury, Su
layman Nyang, Ann Seidman. Edna Bay (Exec. Sec.). 

1. Development Committee Report 
Eastman presented guidelines for fund-raising that had 

been recommended by the committee. After discussion, 
Newbury moved that grant proposal procedures described 
in the guidelines would require a 10% overhead unless 
waived by the Executive Committee. The motion was sec
onded by Hyden and passed. 

Eastman reported that Sandra Barnes was willing to con
tinue as chair of the committee. Gephart moved that she be 
appointed chair, Newbury seconded and the motion car
ried. 

Grier moved acceptance of the report. Newbury second
ed and the motion passed. 

Eastman reported that the committee had ranked the 18 
visitors nominated to the International Visitors program. 
Emphasis was placed on selection of younger and of fe
male scholars. Newbury noted the relatively small number 
of applications and directors pointed out that a number of 
African scholars would be attending the annual meeting as 
guests for the Women's Caucus program and as part of a 
University of Horida governance grant. 

2. ASA Task Force 
Seidman presented a draft proposal for Phase II of the 

Task Force's work, which was expected to constitute the 
research portion of the project. A Phase III, which would 
include dissemination, was to be prepared later. She re
ported that a series of workshops reflecting the Task 
Force's work would be held in St. Louis. 

Seidman reported that the Task Force wished to work 
out its relationship with the ASA with respect to fund
raising. She noted that the Task Force had contacted Ma
cArthur for Phase II funding and that, given the evolving 
restructuring of coordinate organizations, the group 
would prefer to be an associated organization. Funding 
would be solicited in the name of the universities of the 
coordinators of the respective Task Force sub-committees 
and the ASA name would not be used. 

Geary noted that the Task Force had been told not to 
contact the MacArthur Foundation until the Board met 
and that the proposal included prominent mention of the 
ASA and would need to be redrafted. 

Hyden noted that the Task Force had been caught in a 
redefinition of structures. He thanked the Board for creat
ing a framework for the resolution of the relationship of 
the Task Force to the ASA. The Board was rightly con
cerned with legal distance between the two organizations 
and in future it would be clear that the ASA was not the 
sponsor of the Task Force. 

Nyang moved that the Board approve the new relation
ship of independence for the Task Force pending approval 
of the proposed categories of affiliation with ASA. Ge
phart seconded the motion which passed. 

Seidman noted that the Board had set up the Task 
Force, but the point had been reached where the Task 
Force was independent and able to move away, though it 
wished that ASA members collaborate with it and critique 
its work. 

3. Nominating Committee 
Keller proposed three members and three alternates for 

the non-Board positions on the Nominating Committee. 
Seidman expressed concern that few Africans had been 
nominated recently to run for the Board. 

4. Bylaws Amendment on Nominating Procedures 
Klein explained that a vice presidential candidate had 

withdrawn and that the Board had no authority to pro
pose another candidate. Eastman queried if a candidate 
had the right to withdraw and the Board considered not 
accepting the withdrawal. After discussion, Greene moved 
that the withdrawal be accepted. Nyang seconded the mo
tion which passed unanimously with one abstention. 

Klein proposed wording for an amendment to be insert
ed into the Bylaws in Article II, section 9, paragraph 1: If a 
nominated candidate withdraws his or her candidacy, the 
Board of Directors shall be authorized to add another can



didate any time up to the sending out of the mail ballot 
and the name of any such candidate shall appear on the 
ballot as a "Board candidate." Geary moved that the 
amendment be circulated to the membership in a mail bal
lot. Nyang seconded the motion which passed. Keller 
agreed to locate a second candidate and have that person 
ready to run in 1991 if the amendment received the neces
sary 2/3 approval of the membership. 

Geary moved that the mail ballot include the change in 
title of the Executive Secretary to Executive Director. 
Nyang seconded the motion which passed. 

Hyden moved that finalists for candidacy to the office of 
vice president by interviewed by the nominating commit
tee in person or by conference call. Barkan seconded the 
motion which passed. 

5. South African Cultural Boycott 
Klein explained that after the discussion at the Baltimore 

Business Meeting, he had tried to appoint a committee to 
draft an ASA policy statement but concluded that the Asso
ciation, as a group of scholars interested in free inquiry, 
should not commit to work through any particular organi
zation. He noted a broad spectrum of responses to such a 
position. 

Keller cautioned that the Board should not set policy for 
all ASA members. Barkan noted that there were two issues: 
1) the vetting of research projects and 2) the cultural boy
cott. Seidman argued that an affirmative statement was re
quired, that the situation in South Africa has changed and 
that internally people were asking for change. Grier 
warned that the Board should be concerned with apartheid 
in other forms while Hyden turned the conversation to a 
consideration of the resolution discussed at the meeting in 
Baltimore. 

Keller moved the following resolution which was sec
onded by Hyden and passed: 

The ASA Board is encouraged by and supports the initiation of 
the structural elimination of apartheid in South Africa. 

Recognizing that this will be a long and difficult process, the best 
way to support progressive change in South Africa is to contin
ue to press for meaningful progressive structural changes. 

Be it resolved that, given the fact that the process of dismantling 
apartheid in South Africa is still unfolding, the ASA Board con
tinues to support the maintenance of sanctions and encourages 
its membership to avoid becoming involved in research and or 
other activities that could be construed as directly in support of 
the apartheid system or undermining efforts at democratization 
in the country. 

Hyden and Keller expressed concern for academic free
dom in South Africa and the rest of the continent. Newbu
ry added that it was inappropriate for any political organi
zation to be a vetting body for research. 

Klein suggested that an article be prepared for ASA 
News to invite members to submit policy guidelines since 

the resolution was simply a general statement of purpose. 
Hyden recommended that the resolution be circulated to 
members of Congress and major newspapers. 

6. Future of the Fulbright Program 
The Board discussed concerns for the Fulbright program 

given the recent White Paper on the Future of the Fulbright 
Program. Recommendations made in the White Paper were 
said to be Eurocentric and could lead to a restructuring of 
the program with little or no emphasis on the southern 
hemisphere. A committee of Keller, Grier, Barkan, East
man and Bay was appointed to review the question and 
prepare a position. 

7. Committee on Prizes 
Newbury noted that compared to other learned socie

ties, the ASA sponsored a limited number of awards. The 
committee proposed that additional prizes be self
sustaining and thus become opportunities for the endow
ment campaign. 

A Text Edition Prize was proposed in the following doc
ument circulated to the Board: 

At the ASA Board meeting in November 1990, the Board 
expressed its support for creating a prize for editing pri
mary texts relating to Africa. The purpose of the present 
report is to propose guidelines for the establishment of 
such an award. 

Description 
The ASA proposes to establish a Text Edition Prize to be 

awarded to the best critical edition or translation into Eng
lish of primary source materials on Africa published dur
ing the preceeding two years. Texts dealing with the histo
ry, literature, and other aspects of the cultures of Africa, 
whether in African or European languages, whether from 
oral or written traditions, whether the text was being pub
lished for the first time or in a new edition, would be eligi
ble. The evaluation would be based on the importance of 
the text, the presentation of the text and the critical appa
ratus, and the utility of the work as a whole for scholars 
and teachers of Africa. The ASA institutes this prize in the 
hope of putting greater value on the availability of such 
texts for teaching and SCholarship and of recognizing the 
important translating, editing and critical skills which are 
reqUired for doing it well. 

Rationale 
The suggestion for establishment of such a prize came 

from the membership. Thus the Board is responding to a 
perceived need as articulated from our constituency. Edit
ing, translating and critically presenting primary source 
materials in a form that makes them available for teaching 
and scholarship is an important service to the Africanist 
community. Such work requires care, skills, and time that 
do not often receive the recognition they deserve. As one 
proponent of such a prize wrote, "[Those who do such 
work] need encouragement because editing is seldom con
sidered sufficiently scholarly to count in departmental and 
other collegial opinion." This prize, then, would provide 



encouragement and official positive reinforcement for a 
type of endeavor which the ASA considers to be impor
tant. 

Types of Studies to be Included 
As in the Herskovits award, works edited by a single in

dividual or jointly edited by more than one person would 
be eligible, but not anthologies with separate contributions 
by different authors. The minimum length would be 
10,000 words, excluding apparatus. 

The intent of the prize is to recognize works of a scholar
ly nature. The question then arises: what about works of 
popular fiction, such as contemporary novels? (Our incli
nation is to exclude such fiction, but this is an issue we 
would like to have the Board discuss.) 

After discussion of the need for such a prize and its peri
odicity, Grier moved that a text prize be established. Ge
phart seconded the motion which passed. 

Other potential prizes were discussed and the Board 
asked Newbury and Eastman to work on a dissertation 
award. Newbury mentioned in closing that the Herskovits 

. prize in recent years had been awarded to senior scholars 
and that perhaps a first book award would be appropriate. 

7. Children's Literature Award 
The Board reviewed the following proposal prepared by 

Brenda Randolph of the Outreach Committee: 

The African Studies Association's Outreach Committee 
submits this proposal to create an ASA award for excel
lence in children's literature. The award will be given an
nually to the author of the best children's book on Africa. 
There are several important benefits which will accrue 
from such an award. The award willI) establish ASA as 
the authority on US Africana for children, 2) encourage 
publishers and authors to produce materials that meet 
ASA standards of excellence, 3) provide a much needed 
means of promoting quality materials, and 4) result in the 
creation of a national network of ASA reviewers who cri
tique children's Africana on a continous basis. 

Nominations for the children's book award will be limit
ed to trade books published in the United States. Accord
ing to data accumulated by AFRICA ACCESS, approxi
mately 42 children's books on Africa were published in 
1989 and 58 in 1990. Based on these statistics, we can ex
pect a pool of about 50 books to review annually. 

Nominations will include books published in the calen
dar year preceding the announcement of the award. The 
first award can be given in 1991. Books published in 1990 
will be eligible. Only books published for children will be 
eligible. The term children includes pre-kindergarten chil
dren through those in the 12th grade. Young adult titles 
will not be eligible. 

Committee 
It is our recommendation that the Children's Book Re

view Committee be composed of Africanist Outreach Di
rectors, Africana librarians and other interested persons 
within ASA. It is also recommended that efforts be made 
to recruit school educators with expertise on Africa to join 
ASA and become members of the children's Book Review 

Committee. It is suggested that the Children's Book Com
mittee be composed of a minimum of 5 and a maximum of 
7 members. 

Nomination Process 
Each year ASA will invite US publishers to submit books 

for review. Authors who write Africana for children 
should also be informed about this award. Committee 
members will be expected to read all entries prior to Au
gust 15th of each year. Five nominations will be accepted 
from each committee member. The book receiving the 
most nominations will be declared the winner. If no clear 
winner emerges, the committee members will narrow the 
nominations to the titles with the most votes and continue 
the process until a winner is selcted. 

Award Ceremony 
The award (an inscribed plaque) will be presented at a 

small reception hosted by Outreach during the annual 
ASA conference. The award will be presented to the au
thor of the book and illustrator, if any. The only cost to 
ASA will be the purchase of the plaque(s) and refresh
ments for the reception. The name of the award will be de
cided upon by the first Children's Book Review Commit
tee. 

Geary suggested that the candidates for the award 
should include works published by museums as well as 
trade publishers. The Directors voted their approval for the 
award and asked the Committee on Prizes to communicate 
with the Outreach Committee to see if the award could be 
made a joint award presented with the African Literature 
Association. 

8. Department of Defense Funding for African Studies 
David Wiley (Michigan State University) had asked the 

Board to discuss the granting of funds by the Department 
of Defense to a US African Studies Center. In discussion it 
became clear that the funding in question was not for an 
African Studies Center but that it had been granted to an 
individual Africanist. 

A general discussion ensued over two related issues: 1) 
Department of Defense funding to individuals and institu
tions for research and 2) research related to clandestine ac
tivities, the results of which would not be made public. 
Seidman moved that in view of the questions raised, the 
Association should reprint two resolutions dealing with 
scholars's relationship to government (see p. 13 ). The mo
tion was seconded by Gephart and passed. 

9. Electronic Bulletin Board 
Barkan recounted a discussion at a recent meeting of the 

Association of African Studies Programs in which it was 
proposed that AASP and ASA support an electronic bulle
tin board created by the University of Wisconsin African 
Studies Center. He raised a related question of the electron
ic facilitation of better communication between ASA mem
bers. 

Klein summarized discussion: that ASA talk with other 
groups about the poSSibility of creating and maintaining an 



African electronic bulletin board and 2) that the Associa
tion explore electronic technology to improve information 
flow among members. 

10. Human Rights Committeel Current Issues Committee 
Klein proposed the establishment of a standing commit

tee on human rights. The committee would collect informa
tion on human rights violations within Africa, publicize 
these situations within the organization and make recom
mendations to the Board. It would maintain contact with 
human rights organizations both within Africa and in 
North America and it would sponsor discussion of human 
rights questions within the Association. The committee 
would consist of five persons, at least one of whom would 
be a member of the Board. 

Keller expressed support for the idea and noted that the 
Current Issues Committee was constituted in part to deal 
with human rights concerns. Hyden noted that an African 
human rights monitoring group had been established as a 
result of a meeting in Kampala last year. 

Directors proposed that the CIC be asked to organize a 
session on human rights at each annual meeting. Klein an
nounced that the chair of the CIC, Ernest Wilson, had com
pleted his term and wished to be replaced. Keller urged 

that a special subcommittee of CIC be created to work on 
human rights. 

Seidman moved 1) that the ASA president appoint a 
new chair for the Current Issues Committee and 2) that the 
president appoint a Board member to work with a human 
rights subcommittee and to act as a liaison with human 
rights groups such as Amnesty International, Africa Watch 
and the Kampala group, to organize regular panels moni
toring human rights, and to report to the Board. Newbury 
seconded the motion which passed. 

11. Other Business 
Klein was authorized to negotiate an extension of Bay's 

contract with the ASA. 
Gephart moved that the Executive Committee compile 

summary minutes and report on issues that arose and ac
tion that was taken between meetings of the full Board. 
Newbury seconded the motion which passed. 

Directors discussed the need to develop and approve 
guidelines for the organization of the annual meeting. Bay 
noted that a guidelines document was a continually evolv
ing one. Directors agreed to review the guidelines which 
were currently in use. There was discussion of appropriate 
Board liaisons with the panels chair. 

Board Resolutions on the DIA and CIA t 

DIA Resolution 
April 2-3, 1982 

The Board of Directors of the African Studies Association 
notes with deep concern the recent establishment of a pro
gram to support academic research in Africa and other 
Third World regions by the Defense Intelligence Agency. 
Both educational institutions and individual scholars have 
been invited to apply to the Agency for such support. 

Believing that the credibility and integrity of American uni
verSity-based scholarship in the African studies field de
pend upon arrangements which ensure the independence 
of academic research and publication from the military and 
political interests of the government; and 
Being convinced that the basis of such independence is un
dermined by direct patron-client relationships between the 
Defense Intelligence Agency and the Africanist academic 
community; 
The Board calls upon Africanist scholars to refrain from 
participation in the Defense Intelligence Agency's program 
for research and support and to oppose participation in 
that program by their universities and research institutes. 

iCIA Resolution 
April 28, 1990 

t
The Board of Directors of the African Studies Association 
notes with deep concern recent attempts by the Central In f,telligence Agency to establish formal relationships with ,
Africanists. i 
Believing that the credibility and integrity of American J 
university-based scholarship in the African studies field 
depend upon arrangements which ensure the indepen I 
dence of academic research and publication from the mili ,! 
tary and political interests of the government; and 
Being convinced that the basis of such independence is un 1
dermined by direct relationships between the Central Intel
ligence Agency and the Africanist academic community; ! 
The Board deplores these attempts and calls upon African t 
ist scholars to refrain from participation in the Central In t 

telligence Agency's program for research and support and t 
i

to oppose participation in other activities that it sponsors. t 

This resolution extends the former DIA resolution of April 
2-3,1982. 



ASA ELECTIONS 1991 

The following persons have been nominated for officers of the As
sociation and members of the Board of Directors. A ballot for the 
election has been inserted in the newsletter of 1991 individual 
members. Ballots must be mailed to the secretariat offices no lat
er than September 30,1991. 

Vice-PresidentIPresident Elect 
David Robinson, History, Michigan State University 
Donald Rothchild, Political Science, University of Califor
nia, Davis 

Directors 
Donald Crummey, History, University of Illinois at Urba
na-Champaign 
Gwendolyn Mikell, Anthropology, Georgetown University 
Lester P. Monts, Ethnomusicology, University of Califor
nia, Santa Barbara 

. Jane L. Parpart, History, Dalhousie University 
Ernest Valenzuela, Social Science, Diablo Valley College 
Gretchen Walsh, Library Science, Boston University 

David Robinson 

Biographical Information 


After obtaining my MA and PhD at Columbia University 
in African and Islamic history (1971), I have worked in a 
private university (Yale, 1970-78) and at a large public uni
versity (Michigan State University, 1978 to the present). In 
the Association I have served as a member of the Board 
(1981-84) and as chair of the Current Issues Committee 
(1976-79). I am currently serving as an editor of the Journal 
ofAfrican History, and I adminster a large umbrella grant 
from the National Endowment for the Humanities under 
which some 20 volumes of translations of African historical 
materials will be published at the MSU and Wisconsin 
Presses. I have worked on Arabic manuscript preservation 
in Mali and the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, and have 
participated in the SSRC Working Group which produced 
the new Archives and Museum Program. I have been ac
tive in writing and reviewing grants, and in encouraging 
the development of the new American overseas research 
center in Dakar. 

In my research I have concentrated on francophone West 
Africa and Muslim societies, and have conducted most of 
my field and archival research in Senegal, Mali and France. 
I devoted my first efforts to the period immediately pre

ceding the European conquest in the middle valley of the 
Senegal River. It yielded Chiefs and Clerics (1975); it was 
based on French, Pulaar and Arabic sources, and dealt with 
a complex resistance leader, Abdul Bokar, and his society. 
Since that time I have published a selection of Pulaar narra
tives and English translations, The Islamic Regime of Fuuta 
Tooro (1984), with a Senegalese colleague, Moustapha 
Kane, and a biography of the founder of the Islamic regime 

in Futa in the Jeune Afrique collection called Les Africains 
(1979). 

My second major enterprise followed the career of the re
former and military leader, aI-hajj Umar Tal, from his be
ginnings in the middle valley to his conquests in the Mid
dle Niger and his death in Masina. I used a wide range of 
sources to analyze the holy war which Umar waged in the 
mid-19th century and to suggest his brilliance as a scholar, 
military and spiritual leader, his impatience with adminis
tration, and the difficult legacy which he bequeathed to his 
successors, in The Holy War of Umar Tal (1985). This has 
now appeared in a French edition (Karthala, 1988). I am 
following up on this work with a collection of translations 
and annotations of Arabic documents which will be pub
lished later this year (under the title After the Jihad: Ahmad 
al-Kabir and the Umarian State) in conjunction with an Amer
ican colleague, John Hanson. 

I am now interested in the establishment of European 
domination and hegemony over Muslim societies. I have 
used a Fulbright grant in Senegal in 1984-85, a USIA ap
pOintment and two lectureships at the Ecole des Hautes 
Etudes en Sciences Sociales in Paris to start research and 
publish a number of articles in this area, with particular ref
erence to French West Africa. I am interested in the adjust
ments which French and Muslims made between the time 
of maximum attention to the holy war and Islamic state 
(mid-19th century) and the time by which most Muslims 
seem to have accommodated to non-Muslim rule (the mid
point of the colonial period), and how these adjustments 
shaped the character of colonial rule, colonial society and 
Islam. 

I have also been concerned with the development of 
teaching materials. With a former Yale student I prepared 
Sources of the African Past, which is used in a number of un
dergraduate settings in North America, and an Audio
Visual Guide which accompanies the text. 

Statement of Candidacy 
The African Studies Association functions today within 

several important contexts: first, the continuing, perhaps 
worsening crises in much of Africa, affecting the lives of a 
large majority of the population; second, the widespread 
perception that African countries and citizens are not cop
ing with these crises, and may be less deserving of support 
than the people of Eastern Europe, the Middle East and 
other parts of the world; and third, the dramatic changes 
and the changing patterns of violence in South Africa, with 
deep implications for the rest of the continent. 

The ASA is necessarily built around individual member
ships in North America and around a wide variety of views 
on questions of concern to Africa. It is precisely this con
stituency which gives it a role to play in the crises, the per
ceptions, and the changing scene in South Africa - an indi
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rect role, to be sure, but not less effective because of that. 
As an officer, I would encourage the association to: 

1) Continue to strengthen the membership, diversity 
of membership and financial base of the association, and to 
provide more intelletualleadership in the program at the 
Annual Meeting. 

2) Defend the importance of Africa, African studies 
and Africanist research amid the competing demands for 
attention and resources in government agencies, lending 
institutions, foundations and other bodies. 

3) Encourage wide-ranging recruitment and training 
of new generations of Africanists with a view to renewing 
and revising the study of Africa in North America. 

4) Strengthen the incorporation of accurate African 
material and perspectives within a wide variety of curricu
la and the diffusion of better information about Africa in 
North America. 

5) Strengthen the linkage to African-based Africanists, 
African universities, research and documentation centers, 
and work to strengthen these institutions in Africa, by en
couraging fellowships, exchanges, joint applications for 
funding, and programs such as the effort of the American 
Academy for the Advancement of Science to provide jour
nals to African institutions, the new initiative of Ford and 
SSRC for African Museums and Archives, or the proposed 
West African Research Center in Dakar. 

6) Attempt to influence the developing relationships 
between North American and South African institutions in 
such a way as to give maximum encouragement to the 
emergence of an open, majority-ruled and just society. 

Donald Rothchild 
Biographical Information 
Professor of Political Science, University of California, Da
vis. Education: MA, University of California, Berkeley 
(1954); PhD, Johns Hopkins University (1958). I have held 
faculty teaching positions at the following African Univer
sities: University of Ghana, Winter 1985, Visiting Professor 
Political Science; University of Ghana, 1975-77, Visiting 
Professor of Political Science; University of Zambia, 1970
71, Visiting Professor Political Science; University of Nairo
bi, 1966-67, Senior Lecturer in Government; Makerere Uni
versity, Kampala, 1962-64, Visiting Fulbright Lecturer in 
Political Science. 
Publications: (Books) (coeditor) Africa in World Politics 
(forthcoming 1991); (coeditor) Eagle in a New World: Ameri
can Grand Strategy in the Post-Cold War Era (forthcoming 
1991); (editor) Ghana: The Political Economy of Recovery 
(1991); (coauthor) Politics and Society in Contemporary Africa 
(1988); (coeditor) The Precarious Balance: State and Society in 
Africa (1987); (coeditor) Afro-Marxist Regimes: Ideology and 
Public Policy (1987); Eagle Resurgent? The Reagan Era in 
American Foreign Policy (1987); (coeditor) Eagle Defiant: US 
Foreign Policy in the 1980's (1983); (coeditor) State Versus 
Ethnic Claims: African Policy Dilemmas (1979); (coeditor) Ea
gle Entangled: US Foreign Policy in a Complex World (1979); 

(coauthor) Scarcity, Choice, and Public Policy in Middle Africa I(1978); Racial Bargaining in Independent Kenya: A Study of 

Minorities and Decolonization (1973); (coeditor) Government ! 

and Politics in Kenya (1972); (editor) Politics of Integration: 
 I
An East African Documentary (1968); Toward Unity in Africa: I
A Study of Federalism in British Africa (1960). In addition, I 
have published 83 book chapters and journal articles, in ! 
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cluding articles in The American Political Science Review; 
World Politics; Western Political Quarterly; Journal of Conflict 
Resolution; USA: Economics, Politics, Ideology; Issue: A Journal 
of Opinion; Current History; Journal of Ethnic and Racial Stud,t 
ies; CSIS Africa Notes; International Political Science Review; 
International Journal; Africa Report; Africa Today; Rural Afri
cana; Journal of Modern African Studies; Journal of African 
Studies; Comparative Politics; African Studies Review; Harp
er's; Canadian Journal of African Studies; Journal of Common
wealth Political Studies; Transaction; Transition; Journal of De
veloping Areas; Race; East African Journal; East African 
Economic Review; Africa Quarterly; Makerere Journal; Spear
head; Journal of International Affairs; Centennial Review; Social 
Research. 

Professional Positions: Member, Advisory Group on 
Conflict Resolution in Africa, Brookings Institution; Presi
dent, International Political Science Association Research 
Committee on Politics and Ethnicity; Member, Editorial 
Advisory Board, Lynne Rienner Publishers, Inc.; Member, 
Editorial Policy Board, Western Poltical Quarterly (1980
83); Member, Editorial Contributors Board, Africa Today. 

Some of the Extramural Grants and Awards Received: 
Centre for Foreign Relations, Dar es Salaam, for travel to 
conference at Arusha, Tanzania, February 25-28, 1991; 
USIS travel, conference at the University of the West In
dies, Trinidad, December 1989; Grants from International 
Research and Exchanges Board and Institute of the USA 
and Canada (Moscow) to visit the Soviet Union, November 
1984; USAID and Government of the Sudan grants to par
ticipate in UNDP conference in Khartoum, Sudan, Septem
ber 14-18, 1981; Rockefeller and Ford Foundation grants to 
attend conference at Bellagio, Italy, June 8-12,1981; Lectur
er, International Communications Agency, Ghana and 
Uganda, Spring 1980; Lester Martin Fellow, Hebrew Uni
versity of Jerusalem, 1980; Visiting Professor and Director 
of University of California Education Abroad Program, 
Ghana Study Center, University of Ghana, 1975-77: Ford 
Visiting Professor in Political Science, University of Zam
bia, 1970-71; Rockefeller Field Staff, University of Nairobi, 
1966-67; Fulbright Lecturer in Political Science, Makerere 
University, Kampala, 1962-64. 

Current Research: A concluding chapter for a volume 
edited by I. William Zartman entitled "Governance as 
Conflict Management in West Africa," and a book on the 
international mediation of Africa's sub-state conflicts. 

Statement of Candidacy 
For me, the African Studies Association has always had 



a special kind of relevance and excitement, derived largely 
from its commitment to the goals of Africa's liberation, 
democratic and responsive governance, and economic de
velopment. If elected Vice-President, I would strive to con
tinue and build upon this tradition - encouraging special 
panels at the annual meeting to analyze new and emerging 
issues, increased support for the journals published by the 
Association, and the development of additional programs 
and roundtables to stimulate a broader debate on current 
policy questions. I am concerned that funds to support the 
attendance at ASA meetings by African scholars are on the 
decline; such participation is critically important for an in
formed US-African dialogue and I plan to initiate a newef
fort to counter this trend. In addition, the possibility of an 
annual meeting of the Association in Africa should be in
vestigated carefully. In my view, such initiative will con
tribute to a live and informed ASA and will help its mem
bers promote a constructive US-African relationship in the 
years ahead. 

Donald Crummey 
. Biographical Information 

Present position: Director, Center for African Studies, Uni
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Professor, with a 
split academic appointment at the Center and in the De
partment of History; on the Illinois faculty since 1973, with 
a visiting status until 1979. Previous position: Assistant 
Professor, History Department, at what was then Haile Sel
lassie I (now Addis Ababa) University, 1967-73. 
Education: BA, Honours History, University of Toronto, 
1962; PhD, African History, SOAS, University of London, 
1967. 
Research Interests: the social and cultural history of Ethio
pia from the 17th to the 20th centuries within the con text of 
African history. At the moment I am involved with a five
year project supported by NEH to explore the history and 
social context of land tenure in Ethiopia. The project's 
framework is shaped by a continuing interest in banditry, 
resistance, and the comparative nature of agrarian-based 
class societies. 
I was born in Nova Scotia and did my schooling in Toron
to. Sharpeville, the Congo Crisis, and the independence of 
a large part of Africa caught my imagination in 1960, mid
way through my undergraduate career. There were no 
courses on African history at Toronto at the time (and Rus
sia and China were taught by the same person) and the 
contrast between political development and academic pro
grams was dramatic. I spent the year following gradua
tion (1962-63) as a work camp volunteer in Kenya, attend
ed a KANU election rally, and shifted my focus to Eastern 
Africa. I went to SOAS in 1964 and in 1967 to Ethiopia, 
where two of my children were born (the third was born in 
London at the beginning of the Ethiopian stay). The six 
years of teaching created lifetime friendships and intro
duced me to a country and a culture which continue to en
rich me, at the same time as they have forced me to con
front horror and tragedy. The bright hopes which 

accompanied African independence have been cruelly de
ceived, but I continue to gain inspiration and vitality, and a 
deep sense of humanity, from my ongoing involvement 
with Africa and with African studies. 

Statement of Candidacy 
The 1990s present the Africanist community with great 

opportunities and challenges. The first generation of aca
demics will be retiring and will need to be replaced. We 
must try to capture on Africa's behalf the rhetoric about in
ternationalizing all levels of the curriculum. We must 
struggle simultaneously both to correct the profoundly 
negative images of Africa which our media project and to 
marshal the international resources necessary to address 
some of the continent's deep and pressing problems. The 
ASA is our leading organization for responding. Some of 
my specific concerns and interests follow. 

Organization. The ASA needs organizational strength
ening and development. With increased resources and 
staff it could do so much more to assist us and to further 
our concerns. The endowment plan is a first, necessary 
step in the right direction . 

The African Connection. Maintaining and furthering 
personal and institutional links with Africa is fundamental. 
We must increase our commitment to bringing visitors to 
the annual meeting and to sharing them within our wider 
community. We need to seek new ways to further our in
stitutionallinkages. 

The African-American Connection. Africanists must 
honor their origins in the African-American community 
and the continuing role which it plays in keeping Africa on 
the public agenda of the United States. We must direct 
special recruitment efforts to ensure that the next genera
tion of Africanists has a vibrant African-American compo
nent. 

Gwendolyn Mikell 
Biographical Information 
Associate Professor of Anthropology in the Department of 
Sociology, Georgetown University, Washington, DC, hav
ing taught at Georgetown since 1976. Member of the Exec
utive Council of the School of Foreign Service and the Afri
can Certificate Program at Georgetown University. 
Formerly Assistant Professor at Rutgers University
Newark, 1974-76, teaching Black Studies and Anthropolo
gy courses. Internship with the Institute for Educational 
Leadership, Washington, DC, 1978-79; numerous field re
search stays in Ghana from 1971-1990; consultancy stays in 
various parts of West Africa; Visiting Research Scholar, 
Museum of African Art, 1982; Visiting Researcher, Institute 
of African Studies, University of Ghana-Legon, 1986, 1990. 
Consultant on American culture for African international 
visitors, and on African kinship and politics for various or
ganizations and projects, including Crossroads Africa, 
Phelps Stokes Foundation, and the Museum of African Art. 
Professional: B.A., University of Chicago, 1969, M.Phi!. and 
Ph.D., Columbia University, 1975. Member of the Ameri



can Anthropological Association, Mrican Studies Associa
tion, and the Council on Foreign Relations; Board Member 
of the James H. Robinson Fellowship of Crossroads Africa. 
Grants and Fellowships include: Ford Foundation Middle 
East and Mrica Grant (1972-73), National Institute of Men
tal Health (1973-74), National Endowment for the Humani
ties (1980, 1985), National Science Foundation (1989), 
Georgetown University Graduate School, 1983,1986,1990. 
My research has been primarily focused on economic and 
political development, rural development, and the impact 
of economic change, structural adjustment, and national 
policies on women, and on urban and rural communities. 
Publications and Research: My most recent publications in
clude a book entitled Cocoa and Chaos in Ghana (NY: Para
gon House, 1989); a guest-edited special issue of Rural Afri
cana, on "African Women and Development in the 1980s" 
(1985); review articles in American Ethnologist, 1990, and in 
Canadian Journal of African Studies, 1988; "Peasant Politici
sation and Economics Recuperation in Ghana: Local and 
National Dilemmas," Journal of Modern African Studies 
(1989); "Ghanian Rural Women and National Stability," Af
rican Studies Review (1986); "Zora Neale Hurston," in Ute 
Gacs et. at. (ed), Women Anthropologists: A Biographical Dic
tionary (1988); "Filiation, Economic Crisis and the Status of 
Women in Rural Ghana," Canadian Journal of African Stud
ies, (1984); "African Women Within Nations in Crisis," 
Transafrica Forum (1983). 

Statement of Candidacy 
As an ASA Board Member, I would work to increase 

positive exchanges between Americans and Africans, and 
to build up the capacity of African institutions to operate 
within the new global environment which is emerging. 
This is important because we are witnessing the passing of 
an era in which extra-African concerns (primarily East/ 
West) dominated the ways we perceived and dealt with 
the problems facing African people and their continent. At 
the beginning of 1990, it appeared that the new climate in 
world affairs would provide both Africans and outsiders 
with an opportunity to look at the Continent from a new 
perspective. However, the advent of the Gulf War serves 
as a dramatic reminder to Africanists that we must work 
harder to prevent post-colonial and global-economic ten
sions in Africa from hardening into political stalemates or 
exploding into conflict. I feel strongly that the ASA must 
playa role in bringing new thinking, especially that of Af
ricans, to the American public and to policy makers in gen
eral, so that we can act in ways that achieve our mutual ad
vantage. 

Equally as important is that we reinforce the cross
cultural and cross-disciplinary training of the generation of 
Africanists that is now emerging, recognizing that an Afro
centric perspective may be the best way of avoiding simple 
power politics which have had disastrous consequences in 
the past. Every effort must be made to oversee the curricu
la within African Studies and international programs, so as 

to reflect the new environment. We should make sure that 

both graduate and undergraduate institutions continue to 

support African studies courses and faculty; and we must 

work to increase the hiring of well-trained Africanist schol

ars in our graduate institutions, especially Africans in the 

diaspora, whose input will be crucial to the future of Mri

can studies. As a Board member, I would also be commit

ted to making graduate institutions accessible to students 

from a variety of different backgrounds, and expanding the 

contacts of the ASA with new institutions where these bud

ding Africanists might be found. 


Lester P. Monts 

Biographical Information 

Present Positions: Dean of Undergraduate Affairs, Asso

ciate Professor and Director of Ethnomusicology Studies at 

the University of California, Santa Barbara. 

Education: BA, Arkansas Tech University (1970); MA, Uni

versity of Nebraska, Lincoln (1972); PhD, University of 

Minnesota (1980). Major Research Awards: Ford Founda

tion Middle East & Africa Field Research Fellow, (1977); 

National Endowment for the Humanitites Post-doctoral 

Fellow, (1982); Ford Foundation/National Research Coun

cil Post-doctoral Minority Fellow, (1987). Appointments: 

Past President, Liberian Studies Association; Council Mem

ber, Society for Ethnomusicology, (1990); Consultant for 

Research & Development, W.V.S. Tubman Center of Afri

can Culture, Robertsport, Liberia, (1984-88). Recent Publi

cations: "Vai Women's Roles in Music, Masking, and Ritual 

Performance," in Jacqueline c. DjeDje & William Carter 

(editors), African Musicology (Crossroads Press, 1989); "S0
cial and Musical Response to Islam Among the Vai During 

the Early Twentieth Century," Liberian Studies Journal 

(1990); An Annotated Glossary of Vai Musical Language and Its 

Social Contexts (SELAF /Peeters, 1990). Current Research: 

African music historiography; music and Islam in West M

rica; Liberian music and culture; Music and Vai (Liberia) Is

lamization. 


Statement of Candidacy 

As a candidate seeking membership on the Board of Di

rectors, I am particularly interested in lending support to 
the following initiatives: 
Support of African Universities and Scholars. Many uni
versities in Africa lack the resources to obtain current aca
demic materials. Though scholars are encouraged to send 
research materials back to their host countries, the interna
tional mails system and customs restrictions can make the 
process quite problematic. I would like to see greater par
ticipation on the part of ASA in this endeavor by develop
ing with UNESCO or some other agency a systematic 
means to expedite this process. Moreover, we all benefit 
from collaborations between American and African schol
ars. We need to increase our efforts to develop student and 
faculty exchange programs, joint research projects, and co
authored texts. To bring these projects to fruition, funding 



agencies must recognize their importance. I believe there 
is room for ASA to increase its role in developing activities 
of this sort. 
Providing an Informed Critique. The current civil war in 
Liberia has made me more aware of the proactive role 
scholars should play in promoting an understanding of Af
rica, its resources (both human and natural) and its culture. 
Unfortunately, Western news media reports on current 
events in Africa often exacerbate the issue by failing to elu
cidate the social, political, and economic framework in 
which these events occur. I believe it is imperative that the 
ASA develop a systematic means to provide an informed 
analysis of African affairs that are significant to our special
ties to agencies in both the public and private sectors. This 
would be a major step toward instilling a more balanced 
public view of Africa and contribute additional meaning to 
the work of Africanist scholars. 
Ethnomusicology in African Studies. My final concern is a 
bit self-serving. I am astonished by the small number of 
ethnomusicologists who participate in the ASA. As a disci
pline which focuses on a primary form of African expres
'sive culture, ethnomusicology can make a significant con
tribution to the general study of African culture. To create 
that vital niche, I propose the formation of an ASA

. affiliated group of music scholars similar in scope to the 
Arts Council of the African Studies Association (ACASA). 
The principal aim of the proposed group would be to fur
ther facilitate music research on Africa, thereby providing 
incentives to music scholars for greater participation in the 
ASA. 

I believe there is a collective consciousness in the ASA. 
We have benefitted both personally and intellectually from 
our work on Africa. As researchers, we seek to provide the 
expertise to counter the distorted images of Africa; and as 
educators, we promote substantive curriculum reform 
leading to a new view of African studies. The next few 
years will be extremely crucial as the "New World Order" 
emerges. Just where Africa will be placed in this arrange
ment will depend, in part, on the role we play. Will we al
low Africa to continue along the path of neglect, or will we 
take a proactive role in the process? I would like to see the 
ASA take a leading role in adding new significance to these 
complex issues, and as a member of the Board of Directors, 
I believe I can make a contribution toward that goal. 

Jane L. Parpart 
Biographical Information 

My graduate career developed during the 19705 when 
the debate over class and class consciousness in Africa pre
occupied some of the best minds in African studies. I too 
was swept up in this problem, and my PhD thesis (Boston 
University, 1981) and first book, Labor and Capital on the Af
rican Copperbelt (Temple, 1983), reflected these concerns. As 
my definition of labor broadened to include reproductive 
as well as productive labor, I became interested in the labor 
of both mineworkers' wives and women wage earners. The 

role of the state and its impact on women's economic op
portunities and constraints also became a central focus. Al
ways concerned about the role of feminist theorizing in 
such analyses, I coedited a number of collections that at
tempted to grapple with the relevance of western theory in 
African studies, particularly in relation to gender, class and 
the state (with Sharon Stichter, Patriarchy and Class, West
view 1988 and with Kathleen Staudt, Women and the State 
in Africa, Lynne Rienner, 1989). A growing concern with 
culture, ideology and language informs my current re
search on women's lives in the colonial towns of the Zam
bian Copperbelt and some reflections on the career of Sir 
Garfield Todd in Zimbabwe. These intellectual preoccupa
tions have been influenced and inspired by years of teach
ing about Africa, by frequent visits to the continent, and by 
a conviction that history holds some solutions to the conti
nent's current woes. 

Statement of Candidacy 
As a long-standing member of the ASA , I have benefit

ted from its commitment to fostering African studies in 
North America, whether in the universities, the govern
ment or the community. I feel it is time that I contributed 
to this enormous undertaking. Above all, I am committed 
to strengthening North American ties with Africa, and to 
providing a platform for African voices and concerns to be 
heard. To this end, I strongly support the African visitors 
program and would hope to expand it. I think this is par
ticularly important for young African scholars who find it 
difficult to get to international conferences. I also believe 
the ASA has an important role to play in human rights is
sues, which unfortunately continue to bedevil the conti
nent. The ASA has spoken out against injustice, whether to 
individuals or groups, and I believe it should continue to 
do so. This includes criticizing western governments as 
well as those in Africa. I support ASA's continued pro
active stance in this matter. As an American who teaches 
and lives in Canada, I am also committed to strengthening 
ties between the Africanist communities in our two coun
tries. While recognizing, and indeed encouraging, each 
community's distinctiveness, I believe close cooperation 
and understanding would enrich African studies in both 
countries. ASA can playa pivotal role in such cooperation, 
and as a board member, I would encourage it to do so. 

ErnestJ. Valenzuela 
Biographical Information 
For over 20 years I have taught Social Science courses, in
cluding African History, at Diablo Valley College (Pleasant 
Hill, CA). 
Education: BA, History (University of California, Santa 
Barbara, 1961), MA and Certificate in African History (San 
Jose State University, 1971) and graduate study on Africa 
at UCLA, Haverford College, Texas Tech, Carnegie-Mellon 
University, and Yale. 
Awards: Several African-related grants from the NEH, 



NDEA, NSF, and mini-fellowships (Joint Committee for 
African Studies at UC-Berkeley-Stanford). 
Africanist Activities: Founder and editor of the Pacific 
Coast Africanist Association (PCAA, est. 1975). In this ca
pacity I have maintained a newsletter, produced occasional 
papers, special reports, and an Africanist Directory. The 
PCAA has also co-operated with several California univer
sities in presenting important African Conferences (San 
Diego State University, California State University-Chico, 
and San Jose State University). Charter member of the Af
rican Studies Committee Council (UC-Berkeley-Stanford). 
Assisted Nancy Schmidt (Indiana University) in compiling 
Books on Africa for Small College & Community College Librar
ies (published by ASA). I have also traveled extensively 
throughout Africa, highlighted by a moped trip across the 
Sahara Desert. 

Statement of Candidacy 
I have spent my entire academic career as an Africanist, 

nearly always in a "grassroots-pioneering" capacity. As an 
undergraduate at UCSB I took the first African History 
courses offered by John Flint (late 1950s). As a high school 
teacher, while others talked about doing something, I de
veloped African courses for my students. I even "lured" 
Evie Rich-Jones away from the Big Apple to lead an Afri
can Cultures workshop for Northern California K-12 teach
ers. I was hired at Diablo Valley College to develop and 
teach African courses. 

About fifteen years ago I took it upon myself to aid the 
''lonely Africanist" to keep in touch by establishing the Pa
cific Coast Africanist Association. Many of you receive the 
PCAA newsletter. 

There are several reasons why I want to be on the ASA 
Board. First, as a low-level Africanist activist, I feel your 
association needs to involve itself more in all types of polit
ical activity. There was nearly no political presence at the 
latest ASA meeting in Baltimore, a "distant" suburb of 
Washington, DC. Also, ASA needs to assist its members 
and sub-groups in their politically oriented activities. Just 
ask the Africana librarians in ASA about how the money 
was obtained for the Library of Congress office in West Af
rica. I did it! 

Finally, a good number of you, like myself, are ASA 
members who are seen as "lonely Africanists" with no close 
ties to a regional African Studies Center or Program. You 
deserve a voice on the ASA Board. 

Just a reminder, many of you do not know me because I 
do not hold a high profile position, nor have I had to "pub
lish or perish." Yet many of you know me as the "infa
mous" tender of the goodies at the "historically famous" 
UCLA party at the annual meetings in the 1970s and 80s. I 
would like to represent all of you on the ASA Board! 

Gretchen Walsh 
Biographical Information 
Present position: Head, African Studies Library, Boston 

University. 

Previous positions: Librarian, Sahel Documentation Center, 

Michigan State University; Head of Information Center, 

Moisture Utilization in Semi-Arid Tropics (Sahel Region), 

University of California-Riverside; African Specialist, Land 

Tenure Center Library, University of Wisconsin. 

Education: Master's in Library Science and Certificate in 

African Studies, University of Wisconsin. African Experi

ence: Lived for a total of four years in Nigeria; taught Eng

lish and French at Mayflower School, Ikenne. 

Publications: Katsina, Profile of a Nigerian City. New York: 

Praeger, 1970. (Gretchen Dihoff); Access to Sources of Infor

mation on Agricultural Development in the Sahel. East Lan

sing, Michigan: Michigan State University African Rural 

Economy Program, Working Paper #17,1977; Moisture 

Utilization in Semi-Arid Tropics, Summer Rainfall Agriculture: 

a Bibliographic Data Base. Boston: G.K. Hall, 1977; Africa and 

the Media: Changing Aspects of Communication. Boston: Bos

ton University African Studies Center, Working Paper #17, 

1979; African Language Materials in the Boston University Li

braries. Boston: Boston University African Studies Center, 

1988; "African Languages Materials: Challenges and Re

sponsibilities in Collection Management" in Africana Re

sources and Collections: Three Decades of Development and 

Achievement. A Festschrift in Honor of Hans Panofsky. Metu

chen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1989; "Reading for a Free South 

Africa," Choice, July / Aug 1989; "The Book Famine in Africa 

and the Role of American Academic Libraries," Forthcom

ing in The Role of American Libraries in International Pro

grams, JAI Press, Fall 1991; "Publishing in Africa: a Neglect

ed Component of Development," Ohio State University 

Symposium on Africa, May 1991. 

Other Activities: Chair, ASA Task Force on the Book Fa

mine; Convenor, Greater Boston Area Studies and Devel

opment Librarians' Group. 


Each member of ASA brings to the Association a mixture 
of his or her education, African experience and profession
al specialization. My own education and African experi
ence are the result of a fortuitous mixture of coincidences, 
accidents and changes of direction. My professional life 
has focused on the synthesis and organization of those ex
periences. 

My first job in Africa, teaching English and French at 
Mayflower School in Nigeria, was one of those coincidenc
es which change one's life. The principal, Tai Solarin, was 
- and still is - an educator, journalist, philosopher, 
statesman, gadfly, inspiration and model for all his stu
dents and the teachers who were privileged to work at 
Mayflower. The energy and joy of Africa shone through 
the poverty and the grueling hard work that even the most 
basic of existence required. The problems which were to 
beset Nigeria and the rest of Africa were already evident, 
but easy to overlook in the mood of general optimism. 

Upon my return to the US, I sought, as did so many oth
er returned wanderers, a course of study that would help 
me get back to Africa. This led to an eclectic, multi



disciplinary certificate of African Studies and on to a much 
more practical library degree. By another defining coinci
dence, I happened on two positions in succession just as 
their institutions were looking for an Africanist librarian. 
Thus, for nearly twenty years, I have been able to develop 
my interests with books and journals about Africa while 
supporting the research efforts of students and faculty. In 
other words, I get paid for doing what I like to do. 

Statement of Candidacy 
The information acquisition and organization skills 

which I have developed and which I use daily in my work 
are those that would serve the ASA well. Information is 
the basis of understanding and knowledge. Lack of infor
mation leads to economic as well as intellectural impover
ishment and a loss of understanding. Information is the 
key to freedom in the coming century. 

There are two major impediments to the acquisition and 
use of information: lack of money and lack of power. The 
African farmer growing cash or subsistence crops, the Afri
can entrepeneur trying to start a small business, the Afri
can university faculty member involved in teaching and re
search all need information in order to succeed. Just as 
importantly, ignorance about Africa in the rest of the world 

. can be dispelled only through access to accurate informa
tion about Africa. 

Censorship is one way in which those with power pre
vent information from reaching those who need it. How
ever, even when there is a "free flow of information," infor
mation is not free of charge. The ''book famine" in Africa is 
not caused by a lack of books, but by the lack of money 
necessary for individuals to buy books, or for publishers to 
import the paper and machinery necessary to publish 
books locally. Even US libraries must make very difficult 
collection development choices when budgets are cut. 

All of ASA's activities - research, outreach, library and 
archives collections are concerned, ultimately, with in
formation and its dissemination. I would like to see ASA 
continue to intensify its activities in a number of areas: 

1) Greater involvement in responses to the ''book fa
mine," with emphasis on facilitating African solutions to 
the problem. 

2) Use of ASA contacts and resources to widen the dis
semination of African writing, both creative and scholarly, 
and the development and globalization of African publish
ing. Works written by Africans and published in Africa are 
still considered "exotic," sometimes by our own member
ship, even when they compare favorably in the quality of 
their writing and production with US publications. 

3) Information about Africa must be much more wide
ly available, both in the West and in Africa. Africa is not 
now sufficiently represented in the computerized data bas
es students use for term paper research. Few African jour
nals are indexed. As libraries face budget cuts, highly in
dexed journals are more likely to survive in their 
collections. African journals will suffer in such a climate. 

4) Reporting about Africa in the US press and popular 

media continues to be biased, distorted and frequently 
wrong. Even National Public Radio reporters refer to "tri
bal violence" in South Africa as opposed to "ethnic unrest" 
in Yugoslavia, for instance. Africa is still "off the map," su
perseded in the public awareness and in policy makers' at
tention by the Middle East and eastern Europe. Simply 
protesting this lack of coverage does little good, but can 
give Africanists a reputation for whining. Continued ef
forts must be made to supply the media with news and 
background information, and to bring African concerns to 
the attention of policy makers. 

5) All forms of censorship and restriction of informa
tion must be identified and addressed. Open, vigorous de
bate in ASA and elsewhere can defeat the censors and the 
purpose of censorship. 

There may be "no telephone to heaven," but through hu
man ingenuity and ever-developing technology, informa
tion for and about Africa can be made widely available 
here on earth. 

ASA NOMINATING 
PROCEDURES 

The Nominating Committee of the African Studies Asso
ciation consists of seven members of the Association. It is 
chaired by the Vice President and includes three members 
of the Board and three other persons selected by the Board. 
In the spring and summer of each year, the Nominating 

Committee seeks persons willing to stand for Vice
President and for membership on the Board of Directors. 
At the time of the Annual Meeting, the Nominating Com
mittee meets to select its slate, which it presents at the Busi
ness Meeting of the Association. Normally six persons are 
nominated for the three positions open each year on the 
Board and two for Vice President. 

In creating the Board slate, the Nominating Committee 
usually has two priorities. First, it is concerned to find can
didates who will work effectively and efficiently. Member
ship on the Board involves a Significant amount of work. 
Second, an effort is made to balance the diverse constituen
cies that make up the Association. The committee usually 
seeks a balance of academic diSCiplines and of race, gender, 
and region of the country. As the Association increasingly 
plays an umbrella role for diverse constituent organiza
tions and communities, it is desirable that as many of these 
be represented as possible. 

Members of the Association may add to the Board slate 
of candidates during a 75-day period following the Busi
ness Meeting. The nomination of an "at-large" candidate 
must be supported by a petition containing the Signatures 
of no less than 25 ASA members in good standing and a 
letter from the candidate indicating a willingness to stand 
for election. 

Members of the Nominating Committee for 1991 are: 



Edmond J. Keller, Chair (Political Science, UCLA) 

Joel D. Barkan (Political Science, University of Iowa) 

Robert Edgar (History, Howard University) 

Sandra Greene (History, Kalamazoo College) 

Sulayman Nyang (African Studies, Howard University) 

Aliko Songolo (French, University of California - Irvine) 

Freida High W. Tesfagiorgis (Afro-American Studies, Uni

versity of Wisconsin- Madison) 

ASA members who seek nomination or wish to recom
mend colleagues for nomination may contact any member 
of the committee. 

ASA BYLAWS AMENDMENTS 

By decision of the Board of Directors, a ballot with two 
proposed amendments was mailed to all current members 
in late May 1991. Members were to return their ballots by 
June 19. However, because of delays in the US postal ser
vice, tallying was deferred until July 1. 

Minimum number of returns required (20 percent of total 
mailed): 434 
Number received: 455 

Amendment 1: "If a nominated candidate withdraws his or 
her candidacy, the Board of Directors soall be authorized 
to add ~nother candidate any time up to the sending out of 
the mad ballot and the name of any such candidate shall 
appear on the ballot as a 'Board Candidate.'" 
Yes - 428 No - 24 Abstain - 3 

Amendment 2: "The Executive Secretary may be referred 
to at any time as the Executive Director." 
Yes - 420 No - 32 Abstain - 3 
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FUTURE MEETINGS AND 
CALLS FOR PAPERS 

The African and African-American Program Committee 
for the Tenth Annual International Conference on Greek 
Hebraic, Christian, Islamic, and African Philsophies invite~ 
scholarly papers on the four topics announced below as 
well as in other fields of scholarship. 

1) Methodology of Scholarship/Clarification of the Dis
cipline. 

2). Ancien! and Medieval Africa and Moorish Spain, in
cludmg AncIent Egypt, and the Africanization of the Alex
andrian Greek, Roman, Christian, Islamic, and Hebraic sci
entific, philosophical, mystical, theolOgical, literary and 
aesthetic traditions. 

3) Sociological, psychological, philosophical, pedagogi
cal, anthropological, and aesthetic dimensions of indige
nous African societies. 

4) African-American studies and related Latino studies. 
The Conference will be held October 25-27, 1991 at Ba

ruch College of the City University of New York. Partici
pants should submit an abstract of approximately 100 
words by July 1, 1991. Contact Parviz Morewedge, Depart
ment of Black and Hispanic Studies, Baruch College of 
CUNY, 17 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10010, (212) 
387-1687/1690. 

The 1991 conference of the African Studies Association 
of Australia and the Pacific will be held at the University of 
Weste~ Austra~ia on December 1-4. Offers of papers on 
any AfrIcan tOpIC are welcome. Send proposals, including 
a one-paragraph summary, to Norman Etherington, Histo
ry Department, University of Western Australia, Ned-
lands, W A 6009 Australia. . 

Among the distinguished speakers at the conference will 
be Shula Marks, Director of the Institute of Common
wealth Studies, University of London, talking on the roots 
of ethnic violence in South Africa and Professor Hermann 
Gilliomee of the University of Cape Town, who is well 
kno~n f?r his studie~ of Afrikaner political thought and 
constItutIonal change m South Africa. 

A joint Royal African Society/African Studies Associa
tion of the UK Conference on 'The African Presence in the 
United Kingdom" will be held on Friday, December 13, 
1991, at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies, University 
of London. Proposals for papers should be submitted to 
David Killingray, Department of Historical and Cultural 
Studies, Goldsmiths' College, New Cross, London SE14 
6NW, United Kingdom. 



The Executive Committee of the Association for the Ad
vancement of Policy, Research and Development in the 
Third World invites proposals for papers for presentation 
at the 1992 conference on "The 'New World Order': A Chal
lenge to International Leadership" at the Woodcliff Lake 
Hilton, New Jersey near Manhattan, November 15-20, 1992. 

Topics for papers are United Nations-centered issues, 
geographical issues, and applied policy studies. The dead
line for submissions is November 15. Please send propo
sals along with a professional biographical statement to 
Mekki Mtewa, Executive Director, Association for the Ad
vancement of Policy, Research and Development in the 
Third World, P.O. Box 70257, Washington, DC 20024-0257, 
202-723-7010, FAX 202-723-7010. 

The Race and Ethnic Relations Series of Sage Publica
tions, Inc. seeks theoretically grounded, empirical research 
papers for the following anthology project: "Ethnic & Ra

. cial Stereotypes," "Post-Modern Racism," "Ethnicity in Eu
rope/' "Race in Schools: Cross-National Perspectives," "Ur
ban Racial Problems," 'Theories of Ethnocentrism," 
"Campus Racial Violence," "Street Racial Violence," "Race & 
the Police," "Race & the Environment," "Ethnic Communi
ties," "Interracial/Ethnic Bonding," "Race in American Poli

_tics," "Academic Racism," "Gender & Ethnic Diversity," 
"Men of Color," "Economics of Racism," "Race & Ethnicity 
in Healthcare & Medicine," "Racism in Corporate Ameri

_	ca," "Race Policy & Privatization," "Race Ethnicity in Identi
ty Formation," "Race & the Drug Problem," "Aging Immi
grant Communities in the US," and "African Immigrant 
Communities in the US." 

Papers should not exceed 25 pages including notes. 
Please send all papers and paper proposals to John H. Stan
field, Sage Race and Ethnic Relations Series Editor, Depart
ment of Sociology, College of William and Mary, Williams
burg, VA 23185. 

The Women's Studies International Forum will publish a 
special issue focusing on "Peasant Women and Transfor
mation in the Third World." Guest Editors Beverly Grier 
and Lois Wasserspring invite manuscripts from all disci
plines relating to Third World peasant women. Regional 
and local case studies, theoretical analyses and compara
tive approaches are all welcome. Manuscripts should be 
approximately 25 pages in length. 

Deadline for submission is August 31, 1991. Final re
vised manuscripts will be submitted for publication on De
cember 31,1991. Submissions should be sent to either Bev
erly Grier, Department of Government, Clark University 
Worchester, MA 01610 (after August 1) or Lois Wasser
spring, Department of Political Science, Wellesley College, 
Wellesley, MA 02181. 

The Joint Committee on African Studies of the Social Sci
ence Research Council invites proposals for papers for its 
workshop, "The World the Diaspora Makes: Social Science 
and the Reinvention of Africa," scheduled for June 1992. 
This workshop seeks to combine insights drawn from Afri
can Studies with perspectives developed in African diaspo
ra studies in the Americas, the Caribbean, and Europe. 
Bringing together researchers from these fields will allow 
Africanists to examine African history, politics and culture 
in the light of the continent's relationship with outside 
communities and Africans' visions of these communities. 

Papers will be grouped under four interrelated themes: 

Diasporas as Imagined Communities. The political and 
cultural movements that have emerged within Africa and 
the African diaspora are examples of Benedict Anderson's 
concept of "imagined communities." We particularly en
courage work that uses class and gender as categories of 
analysis for examining the cultural and historical configu
rations of the African diaspora. 

The Politics of Identity and Difference. Africa and its 
diaspora provide a demographic and historical sphere 
within which the creation and reproduction of identities is 
especially evident. We invite papers which are explicitly 
comparative, either cross-national or cross-categorical. 

Culture: Continuities. Commoditization, and Trans
formation. Several topics could be addressed in this ses
sion: the dialectic between culture as imposed from above 
and as constructed from below, the way in which major 
historical shifts are reflected in cultural transformations, 
the use of cultural forms in political struggles, and the im
pact of African and African-American cultures on other 
societies. 

Decentering World History. Few scholars have at
tempted to explore in detail the intellectual impact of 
world historical processes on communities of Africans and 
peoples of African descent. This workshop session seeks 
to examine how these communities have reshaped events 
and ideas with their own aspirations. 

Please send a 300-word abstract and a C.V. before Au
gust 31, 1991 to Africa Program-Diaspora, Social Science 
Research Council, 605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158 
(212) 661-0280. 

RECENT CONFERENCES 
Savannah State College, (Savannah, Georgia) hosted a 

conference on "Conflict Resolution in Africa" May 9-10, 
1991. The conference was held to provide scholars and 
diplomats a forum to discuss the on-going conflicts in Afri
ca and to examine the extant instruments for conflict reso
lution in Africa. The hope was that the participants would 
generate ideas for alternative instruments of conflict reso
lution for the many conflicts that are currently taking place 
in the region. 



The conference was keynoted by Ibrahim A. Gambari, 
Nigeria's Permanent Representative to the United Nations. 
Other invited presenters included Charles Nyirabu, Am
bassador of the United Republic of Tanzania to the US; 
George Ladesma, Bureau of African Affairs, US State De
partment; Baffour Agyeman-Duah, Bennett College; Ha
shim Gibrill, Clark Atlanta University; Abdel-Kader Hai
reche, New York University; Edmond Keller, UCLA; Rene 
Lemarchand, University of Florida; Guy Martin, Interna
tional Peace Academy; Jake c. Miller, Bethune-Cookman 
College; Barry Schutz, Defense Intelligence College; and 
Bereket Habte Selassie, Howard University. 

For further information write the conference organizer: 
Kenoye K. Eke, Department of Social and Behavioral Sci
ences, Savannah State College, Savannah, GA 31404, (912) 
356-2416 or 2159. 

AWARDS & FELLOWSHIPS 
Emory University 
Institute of African Studies and Dept. of Political Science 

The Institute of African Studies and Department of Polit
ical Science of Emory University announce a one-year post
doctoral fellowship. Applicants should be recipients of 
their doctorate no earlier than August 1989 and no later 
than July 1991. 

The successful candidate will be expected to take up res
idence on October 1, 1991. He or she will 

- assist in the development of African Studies at Emory 
University. This task will include administrative and out
reach activities; 

- give several lectures in a course on African politics in 
the fall and offer an upper-level course in the spring; 

- pursue his/her own research work; 
- participate in seminars and research of the Institute of 

African Studies. 
Applicants should send a curriculum vitae, a writing 

sample and a cover letter that states their research and 
teaching interests, any administrative experience, and the 
names, addresses and telephone numbers of three refer
ences to Richard Joseph, Director, Institute of African Stud
ies, P.O. Box 21375, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322. 

Completed applications must be received by August 15, 
1991. African-American, African, other minority and wom
en candidates are encouraged to apply. 

American Council of Learned Societies 
ACLS offers fellowships for postdoctoral research in the 

humanities. Tenure: minimum of six continuous months to 
a maximum of one year between May 1, 1992 and May 1, 
1993. Maximum award: $20,000. Deadline for application 
is September 30,1991. Requests for application forms must 
be received no later than September 26, 1991. 

ACLS offers grants-in-aid to support expenses of post
doctoral research in the humanities. Tenure: grants to be 
expended between May 1, 1992 and May 1, 1993. Maxi
mum award: $3,000. Deadline for application is November 

1, 1991. Requests for application forms must be received 
no later than October 29, 1991. 

The Institute for the Study of Man in Africa 
Phillip Tobias Essay Competition 

The Phillip V. Tobias Essay Prize of the Institute for the 
Study of Man in Africa (ISMA) was established in 1985 in 
honor of Professor Tobias, through whose efforts the Insti
tute was established. The theme for the current year is 
"Affirmative Action: Excellence Versus Equity?" 

Submissions approximating 6,000 words are invited and 
should reach the ISMA no later than 30 October 1991. 
These should be in English and double-spaced. They 
should present the result of original research or of critical 
appraisal, and should constitute a significant contribution 
to current debate on the topic. 

A prize of $1,000 will accompany the award and the In
stitute will seek to facilitate publication of the essay in an 
appropriate periodical. The Institute reserves the right to 
withhold the award should no entry be adjudged to be of 
sufficient merit. 

Submit entries to The Secretary, The Institute for the 
Study of Man in Africa, Room 2BI0, University of the Wit
watersrand Medical School, York Road, Parktown, 2193, 
Johannesburg, South Africa. 

Interpretive Research Program, National Endowment 
for the Humanities 

The Interpretive Research Program of the National En
dowment for the Humanities welcomes applications for 
multi-year research projects that entail the collaboration of 
two or more scholars investigating topics of wide-ranging 
significance for broadly defined subject areas within the 
humanities. Collaborative projects are expected to result 
in both a synthesis of previous relevant scholarship and 
substantial interpretive study of the specified topic, and 
should lead to significant scholarly publication. Awards 
usually range from $10,000 to about $150,000 for up to 
three years' duration, depending upon the size of the pro
ject. The deadline is October 15, 1991, for projects begin
ning no earlier than June of the next year. For application 
materials and further information write or call Interpretive 
Research Program, Room 318, Division of Research Pro
grams, 1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 
20506, (202) 786-0210. 

NOTICE 
The cover illustration for the African Studies Review, 
volume 34, number 1, was inadvertently omitted 
during the printing process. The printer, McNaugh
ton and Gunn Lithographers of Ann Arbor, Michi
gan, has acknowledged responsibility for the error 
and extends its regrets to the editor and the editorial 
board of the African Studies Review and to the ASA 
membership. 



EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

The Rockefeller Foundation Visiting Staff Associate 

The Rockefeller Foundation has initiated several educa
tion programs in Africa and is recruiting a social scientist 
for the position of Visiting Staff Associate to be based in 
East Africa. The new programs emphasize female educa
tion, efforts to popularize science technology among Afri
can youth, and various initiatives in higher education at 
the postgraduate level. Duties include program develop
ment, coordination, and monitoring; planning seminars 
and workshops; and work with universities, government 
agencies, and private organizations engaged in research, 
training and social action. The initial appointment is for a 
two-year period. 

Required qualifications include research or program ex
perience related to African education or economic develop
ment; a record of academic excellence; demonstrated man
agerial competence; strong analytic writing ability; 
sensitivity to relationships in multi-cultural and muIti

. disciplinary settings; and skill in working with colleagues, 
collaborators, donors, and grantees. Desired qualifications 

• include an earned PhD preferably in economics, sociology, 
anthropology, history, or political/institutional analysis; 
knowledge of a wide range of social science disciplines; 
prior residency in Africa; and familiarity with various 

. forms of communications media. Recruitment is interna
tional. 

Candidates should submit a letter of application, curric
ulum vitae, samples of written work, and names of three 
professional references. The Foundation is seeking an ap
plicant who can take up the position as soon as possible. 

Nominations and applications should be addressed to 
Heather Bent Tamir, Office of the Senior Vice President, 
Rockefeller Foundation, 1133 Avenue of the Americas, 
New York, NY 10036, (212) 869-8500, FAX (212) 764-3468. 

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law 
Staff Researcher 

The Southern Africa Project of the Lawyers' Committee 
for Civil Rights Under Law operates 1) to ensure that de
fendants in political trials in South Africa receive the neces
sary resources for their defense and a competent attorney 
of their own choice; 2) to provide legal advice and assis
tance to the transition process in South Africa; 3) to initiate 
or intervene in legal proceedings in this country to deter 
actions that are supportive of South Africa's policy of 
apartheid, when such actions may be found to violate US 
law; and 4) to serve as a resource of information on the le
gal and human rights situation in South Africa. 

Under the supervision of the South Africa Project Direc
tor, the staff researcher will be responsible for: 

1) Researching issues related to the legal and human 

rights situation in South Africa and Namibia. 
2) Drafting congressional testimony, funding proposals, 

issue papers, speeches, memoranda and letters concerning 
the situation in South Africa and American policy related 
to South Africa. 

3) Coordinating production of materials for publication, 
including annual reports, direct mail solicitations, and col
lections of Southern Africa Project documents. Overseeing 
editing, design and printing of materials. 

4) Maintaining files and relevant newspapers for use in 
research. 

5) Answering information requests from congressional 
offices, the media, and other human rights and anti
apartheid organizations. 

Qualifications include: 
1) Excellent oral and written communication skills 
2) Experience in production of materials for publication 
3) Knowledge of wordprocessing and desktop publish

ing preferred 
4) Research experience or academic background related 

to human rights or southern Africa preferred. 
Salary is based on years of experience. Interested per

sons should send resume, writing sample and a cover letter 
explaining qualifications and interest to Ms. G. McDougall, 
1400 I Street, NW, Suite 400, Washington, DC 20005. 
Deadline is July 19. 

The Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law is 
an Equal Opportunity Employer and applications from 
women and all minorities are encouraged. 

Brown University and the Pembroke Center for Teaching 
and Research on Women 

Nancy Duke Lewis Chair 
Brown University and the Pembroke Center for Teaching 

and Research on Women solicit nominations and applica
tions for the Nancy Duke Lewis Chair. We are seeking a 
distinguished scholar in any field whose principal research 
focuses on gender, women's studies and/or feminist theo
ry. The Nancy Duke Lewis University Professor will hold 
a tenured appointment in the appropriate department and 
will be affiliated with the Pembroke Center. Salary and 
perquisites competitive. Letter of application including 
curriculum vitae must be in by Friday, September 20, 1991. 

Nominatios and expressions of interest should be direct
ed to Karen Newman, Chair, Nancy Duke Lewis Universi
ty Professorship Committee, Pembroke Center, Box 1958, 
Brown University, Providence, RI 02912. Affirmative Ac
tion/Equal Opportunity Employer. 
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RESEARCH AND TEACHING AIDS 

A seven-part series video, Swahili/English, with cultural 

materials that can be incorporated into classroom teaching 
of Swahili is now available at the University of Georgia. 
Accompanying the Swahili tape is a teacher's handbook 
and a student's handbook. The teacher's handbook is free, 
compliments of the University of Georgia. It briefly de
scribes the contents of the video and gives the teacher some 
tips on how to maximize the tape in a classroom situation. 
The student's handbook has selected exercises that the stu
dents can do after viewing each of the seven parts of the 
tape. The handbook is recommended for advanced stu
dents but can be used by the teacher to design exercises for 
elementary and intermediate students. 

For information and/or purchase contact Department of 
Anthropology and Linguistics, University of Georgia, Bald
win Hall, Athens, GA 30602. The Swahili or English ver
sion tape costs $20. Five or more copies of the student's 
handbook will cost $13 each. Less than five will cost $14. 
Add $3 for shipping and handling. 

The University of Wisconsin African Studies BBS, an 
electronic bulletin board, is in the second year of service. 
Users number greater than 150 and include persons from 
around the country. 

In order to utilize this outreach service, patrons must 
have the following equipment: 

1) Personal computer (or arrangements for mainframe) 
2) Modem baud speed - 1200, 2400 
3) Telephone line 
4) Communication software - Procomm, Red Ryde 

To log on to the African Studies BBS, the protocol is: 
a) 608-262-9689 
b) modem - 300, 1200,2400 baud speed 
c) parity N 
d) bits 8 
e) stop 1 
Oecho N 

Once on the board you may access announcements, mes
sages, or files about African-related information. Users are 
encouraged to leave a public message. A list of patrons al
lows users to identify persons for leaving private messag
es. 

Additional electronic bulletin boards providing African
related information are the following: 
Baobab - Washington, DC (202) 296-9790 - N, 8, 1,N 
Contact: Bob Barad (202) 775-1955 [cdpla
net%labrea@stanford] 
Blacknet - New York (718) 692-0943 - N, 8,1, D 
Contact: Idette Vaughn-Brown (718) 951-9250 
Africa-L Pan-Africa listserV@tcsmv.edu.bitnet 
Contact: Joe Byers [20506jlb@msu.bitnet] to subscribe. 

Miscellaneous conversation boards being developed: 
NABCON - National Black Communication Network 

Contact: Sanyakhu Arnau (212) 689-2279 
Pittsburgh, PA - Dennis Brutus (data base) (412) 748-7544 
New Orleans, LA - Cassandra Murphy (504) 865-5272 
Fidonet 1:121/99 - South African Discussion (608) 274
1904 
FAX Afrique - EFAX, Inc. 221 E. 71st St., New York, NY 
10021. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Africa Demos charts Africa's momentous liberalization of 

political systems. Its country-by-country accounts of the 
most up-to-date developments provide essential data for 
all students of African politics and those concerned with 
global democratization processes. 

This timely bulletin, a publication of the African Govern
ance Program of the Carter Center of Emory University, is 
issued five times yearly. 

Africa Demos includes a forum for dialog on the contro
versial aspects of democratization, country profiles and 
brief updates on ongoing political development . Suggested donation for five issues: 

Individuals: $15, Institutions: $25 
Make checks payable to The Carter Center and mail to 

African Governance Program, The Carter Center of Emory 
University, P.O. Box 105515, Atlanta, GA 30348-5515. 

Anyone interested in becoming a member ($10) of the 
Margaret Laurence Society (copies of the Margaret Laurence 
Newsletter included) should send dues to Lyall Powers, 
Dept. of English, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 
48105 and Newletter submissions - essays (comparisons 
with African authors most welcome), reviews, notes, re
search in progress, bibliography, interviews, tributes, im
pressions, or any other relevant matter - to Greta Coger, 
Dept. of English, Northwest Mississippi College, Senatobia, 
MS 38668 or to 1433 W. Crestwood, Memphis, TN 38119
6001. 

The New World Festival of Africatude will be held in 
New York City in the spring of 1994. Planned is an inter
national celebration and investigation of cultural, scientific, 
economic and political issues that relate to continental and 
diasporan Africa. The project will be a multivenue, city
wide event over a three to four month period that encour
ages the black community, New York, the US, and the rest 
of the world to engage in expressive and appreciative dia
logue of diversity. For further information contact New 
World Festival of Africatude, 51 East 97th Street #2E, New 
York, NY 10029, (212) 242-1028. 

mailto:20506jlb@msu.bitnet


Lerner Publications, a publisher of educational books OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDY for children, seeks photographs of Algeria and Zaire for 
use in Algeria in Pictures and Zaire in Pictures, up-to-date re

The Woodrow Wilson School of Public and Internationalviews of the history, government, land, pe?pl.e and econ~
Affairs at Princeton University offers a two-year master's my of those two nations. ASA ~embers WIshIng ~o submIt 
degree in public affairs, with concentrations in internationphotos in color or black-and-whIte may contact BIll,Kauff
al relations, development studies, US domestic affairs, andman at Lerner Publications, 241 First Avenue N" MInneap
economics and public policy. Students also have the opolis, MN 55401. 
portunity to work towards a certificate in urban a~d ~
gional planning. The progra~ ~ks to d~vel?p SkIlls ~n 
analyzing the economic, quantItatIve, orgamzatIonal, polItNEW PUBLICATIONS ical and normative aspects of complex public problems. 
To complete the requirements of the program, students FROM OVERSEAS 
must have a facility in the mathematical concepts and op

Africa Forum: A Journal of Leadership and C?evelopment erations used in statistics and economics. Courses in de
plans to publish original articles broad~y coverIng the fol velopment range from development economics to rural de
lowing development themes: LeadershIp, Women, Y?uth, velopment to project management in developing countries. 
Technology, Culture, Science and Technology, EnVIron The master's program at the Woodrow Wilson School is 
ment and Population, Health, Agriculture and Infrastru small and highly competitive, and there is much opportu
ture Africa and the Rest of the World, People in Develop, , nity to work directly with members of the faculty. The
ment, African Unity and Regional CooperatIon, Economy, school accepts a number of foreign students every year 
Historical Perspectives, Publications - Reviews. and is looking to encourage applications from developing 

Subscription: £35.00 Annually (4 issues). Payment by countries. Financial aid decisions are made following the 
crossed check, bankers order or postal order payable to: Af decision on admission, with grants made to individuals 
rica Forum, p.o. Box 1374, London SW9 8ET UK. who demonstrate financial need. 

Additional information can be obtained by writing the 
Proceedings of the Second Biennial Seminar of the Oral Tradi Graduate Admission Office, Woodrow Wilson School,

tions Association of Southern Africa 

This UNESCO-sponsored seminar 
was held in September 1989 at the Uni
versity of Zimbabwe and included 
speakers and participants from Zim
babwe, Zambia, Malawi, Botswana, 
Lesotho, Canada and Britain. 

The keynote address was by J.B. 
Webster of Dalhousie University, 
"Techniques in the Methodology of 
Oral History: Where Are We Now?" 
Other general topics included Terence 
Ranger's "Problems of Writing Peo
ple's History," Julie Frederikse's 'We 
Look Back to Move Forward: Making 
Oral History Popular and Accessible," 
and "Oral Traditions in Social Trans
formation" by T.P. Mahoso. 

Topics in the remaining 15 presenta
tions included peasants' reminiscences 
of the Zimbabwe liberation war; peas
ant-oriented "educational" films; and 
accounts of oral tradi tions work by the 

BoNational Archives of Malawi and t
swana. Country reports from the na-

Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 18544-1013. 

The Rockefeller Foundation 
African Dissertation Internship Awards 

Doctoral students from sub-Saharan Africa are invited to apply to The Rockefeller 
Foundation for dissertation research support. The program enables Ph.D. students 
enrolled in U.S. and Canadian universities to return to Africa for extensive field research 
in areas relevant to economic development or poverty alleviation. Priority is given to 
research topics in the fields ofagriculture, health, life sciences, and education; but other 
proposals are welcome. ... . . . 

Applicants are responsible for arranging affiliation V:1.t~ an Afncan mstJtut~on able to 

provide needed research supporr, such as laboratory facillt.les, ,access r~ study Sites, and 
technical advice. The candidate's faculry advisor, the host mstltUflon m Afnca, and the 
agency with primary responsibility for financing the student's graduate work must all 
send letters ofendorsement. 

Deadlines for applications are October I, 1991 and March I, 1992. Candidates 
should apply well in advance of the expected field work starri.ng date.. . 

For a full description of the competition and the application requirements, wme to: 

African Dissertation Internship Awards 

The Rockefeller Foundarion 

1133 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036, USA 

..~~~ ~ ~ ~~ .._~___~_~Li___ _____ .._.___ ______ ______ ___.._.______ 

tional oral traditions associations are 
included. 210p. Z $9, US $7. 

Write The Secretary, OT AZI, P Bag 
7729, Causeway, Harare, Zimbabwe. 

http:starri.ng
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RECENT DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS 

Compiled by 

Joseph J. Lauer (Michigan State University) 


The theses listed below were reported in Dissertation Ab
stracts International (DAD, vol. 51, nos. 8-10, parts A and B. 
Each citation ends with a page reference to the abstract and 
order number (if any) for copies. Most U. S. dissertations 
are available from University Microfilms International (300 
North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1346). Canadian 
theses are available from the National Library of Canada 
(395 Wellington St., Ottawa KIA ON4). British (UK) theses 
available from the British Library have order numbers with 
a "B" (for "BRD") prefix. Details on ordering through UMI 
are in DAI. 

This is the eleventh quarterly supplement to American 
and Canadian Doctoral Dissertations and Master's Theses on 
Africa, 1974-1987 (Atlanta: Crossroads Press, 1989). This 
series lists all U.S., Canadian and British dissertations 
about Africa that are abstracted in DAI. Researchers inter
ested in a particular author or keyword should consult the 
indexes of DAI or Comprehensive Dissertation Index. 

Agriculture 
Barton, Robert A. Foraging strategies, diet and competition in olive 
baboons [Kenya]. Ph.D., U. of St. Andrews (U.K.), 1989. 382pp. 
DA51B:4127. BX91064. 

Cherry, Michael Ian. Sexual selection and mating systems in Bufo 
rangeri and Bufo pardalis (Southern Africa]. Ph.D., U. of Oxford 
(U.K.), 1989. 128pp. DA51B:4128. B-91413. 

Ouattara, Mamadou. A study of two toposequences of the dry valley 
systems of western Niger (West Africa). Ph.D., Texas A&M U., 
1990. 314pp. DA51B:4650. 9106973. 

Payne, William Albert. Growth and transpirational water use effi
ciency of pearl millet in response to water and phosphorus supply [West 
Africa]. Ph.D., Texas A&M U., 1990. 144pp. DA51B:4650. 9106975. 

Russell-Smith, A. The agronomic evaluation offorage legumes in East 
Africa. Ph.D., U. of Reading (U.K.), 1990. 234pp. DA51B:4651. 

Anthropology 
Killick, David John. Technology in its social setting: Bloomery iron
smelting at Kasungu,Malawi, 1860-1940. Ph.D., Yale U., 1990. 
376pp. DA51A:2791. 9101274. 

Lake, Obiagele. A taste of Life: Diaspora African repatriation to Gha
na. Ph.D., Cornell U., 1990. 375pp. DA51A:3121. 9106220. 

Pennington, Rennee 1. Fertility of the Herero and Mbanderu pastor
alistsof Botswana. Ph.D., Pennsylvania State U., 1990. 172pp. 
DA51A:3124.9104949. 

Reeves, Carl Nicholas. Studies in the archaeology of the Valley of the 
Kings, with particular reference to tomb robbery and the caching of the 
rayal mummies [Egypt). Ph.D., U. of Durham (U.K.), 1984. 617pp. 
DA51A:3119. B-91142. 

Renne, Elisha P. Wives, chiefs, and weavers: Gender relations in Bunu 
Yoruba society [Nigeria]. Ph.D., New York U., 1990. 425pp. 
DA51A:2795.9102549. 

Roehrig, Catharine Hershey. The Eighteenth Dynasty titles royal 
nurse (mn't nswt), rayal tutor (mn' nswt), and foster brother/sister of 
the Lord of the Two Lands (sn/snt mn' n nb bSwu) [Egypt). PhD., U. 
of California, Berkeley, 1990. 454pp. DA51A:3447. 9103856. 

Sharp, Lesley Alexandra. The possessed and the dispossessed: Spirits, 
identity, and power in a Madagascar migrant town. Ph.D., U. of Cal
if., Berkeley with U. of Calif., San Francisco, 1990. 341 pp. 
DA51A:3123.9103869. 

Wuwa, Gen. A comparative analysis of hominid dental remains from 
the Shungura and Usno Formations, Omo Valley, Ethiopia. Ph.D., U. 
of California, Berkeley, 1990. 529pp. DA51A:3124. 9103892. 

Biological Sciences 
Besansky, Nora Jessie. Molecular structure and evolution of the T1 
retroposon family from Anopheles ~ambiae. Ph.D., Yale U., 1990. 
143pp. DA51 B:3662. 9035325. 

Frame, lain Alexander. Serological characterization of Trypanosoma 
(Nannomonas) Congolense using in vitro-derived metacyclic forms 
[Zambia). Ph.D., U. of Edinburgh (U.K.), 1989. 306pp. 
DA5IB:3671. B-90730. 

Gross, John Edward. Nutritional ecology of a sexually dimorphic ru
minant: Digestive strategies and behavior of Nubian ibex [Egypt]. 
Ph.D., U. of California, Davis, 1990. 134pp. DA51B:3655. 9102076. 

Vigilant, Linda Ann. Control region sequences from African popula
tions and the evolution of human mitochodrial-DNA. Ph.D., U. of Cal
ifornia, Berkeley, 1990. 221pp. DA51B:4695. 9103915. 

Business Administration 
Ali, Abdelnasser Mohamed. An analysis of the locational transfor
mation of Egyptian manufacturing between the periods of 1926-1960 

and 1960-1976: An empirical and managerial perspective. Ph.D., U. of 
Pennsylvania, 1990. 265pp. DA51A:2804. 9101132. 

Haley, Usha C.V. From catalysts to chameleons: Multinational firms 
as participants in political environments [South AfricaJ. PhD., New 
York U., 1990. 335pp. DA51A:3135. 9104837. 

Earth Sciences 
Barongo, Justus Obiko. Application of transient airborne electromag



netic and ground resistivity methods to geological mapping in tropical 
terrains [Kenya]. Ph.D., McGill U. (Can.), 1989. DA51B:4244. 

Boyd, Stuart Richard. A study of carbon and nitrogen isotopes from 
the Earth's mantle. Ph.D., Open U. (U.K.), 1988. 360pp. 
DA51B:4233. BX91234. 

Hoemle, Kaj Alexander. The major element, trace element and Sr
Nd-Pb isotopic evolution of Gran Canaria (Canary Islands) magma 
sources over the past 15 m.y.: Inferences on the geochemical and structu
ral evolution of the mantle. Ph.D., U. of California, Santa Barbara, 
1990. 152pp. DA51B:4746. 9104506. 

Hose, Louise Dorothy. The geology and stratigraphic evolution of the 
north-central part of the early Archean Barberon greenstone belt, South 
Africa. Ph.D., Louisiana State U., A & M, 1990. 422pp. 
DA51B:4238.9104140. 

Taylor, Mark. The environmental history of the Rukiga Highlands, 
south-west Uganda, during the last 40,000-50,000 yetlrs. Ph.D., U. of 
Ulster (U.K.), 1988. 326pp. DA51B:4250. BX91317. 

Economics 
Abdullah, Ibrahim Danladi. The colonial state, mining capital and 
wage labour in Sierra Leone, 1884-1945: A study of class formation and 
action. Ph.D., U. of Toronto (Can.), 1990. DA51A:3483. 

Adabogu, Kennedy Chinwuba. "Rural financial markets" in Anam
bra State, Nigeria, with special reference to five local government areas. 
Ph.D., U. of Liverpool (U.K.), 1986. 411 pp. DA51A:3166. BX91284. 

Belhoul, Hafida C. The performance of public industrial enterprises in 
Algeria: An empirical study. Ph.D., U. of Keele (U.K.), 1984. 519pp. 
DA51A:3146. BX91037. 

Cook, Kristy Koreen. Determinants of female time allocation in agri
cultural households in southwestern Kenya. Ph.D., Cornell U., 1990. 
280pp. DA51A:3158. 9106196. 

El-Sharkawy, Mosaad M. The location decision of the multinational 
corporation and the national Tax Accounting System: The case of 
Egypt. Ph.D., U. ofSt. Andrews (U.K.), 1989. 547pp. DA51A:3148. 
BX91070. 

Frimpong-Ansah, Jonathan-Herbert. The state and the economy in 
Ghana. Ph.D., U. of Salford (U.K.), 1989. 365pp. DA51A:3149. B
91380. 

Goetz, Stephan Juergen. Market reforms, food security, and the cash 
crop-food crop debate in southeastern Senegal. Ph.D., Michigan State 
U., 1990. 263pp. DA51A:3159. 9102675. 

Habash, Mohamed K. Potential returns and constraints to the adop
tion of new technologies in the mechanized rainfed region (etlstern verti

sols) of the Sudiln. Ph.D., Purdue U., 1990. 170pp. DA51A:3160. 
9104641. 

Hardy, Mary Elise. An economic analysis of tenure security in West 
Africa: The case of the Senegalese Petlnut Basin. Ph.D., U. of Califor
nia, Berkeley, 2989. 132pp. DA51A:2822. 9028860. 

Kasoga, Lenin Bega. An evaluation of the Uja1nlU1 Village Policy: A 
case study of Musoma Vijijini district in Tanzania, 1974-1987. Ph.D., 
Michigan State U., 1990. 412pp. DA51A:3161. 9102692. 

Lwamugira, Pirudas L. The effects of generalized currency floating 
on a smaUless-developed country: The case of Tanzania. Ph.D., Tem
ple U., 1990. 161pp. DA51A:2817. 9100308. 

Mata1lah, Khierreddine. An input-output study of the integration of 
the hydrocarbon sector into the Algerian economy. Ph.D., U. of Keele 
(U.K.), 1988. 252pp. DA51A:3152. BX91119. 

Nibo, John Ejiki. The tradable sector contribution to the structural 
adjustment process in Nigeria and other sub-Sahara African countries. 
Ph.D., U.S. International U., 1990. 190pp. DA51A:3480. 9107732. 

Weinstein, Gerald Paul. An empirical investigation of divestiture an
nouncements: The South Africa effect. Ph.D., Kent State U., 1990. 
203pp. DA51A:2832. 9101328. 

Education 
Abba, Mustafa. Tensions between centralization and decentraliza
tion: A discussion of the national policy in Nigeria with focus on Gon
gola State. Ph.D., U. of Wisconsin-Madison, 1990. 215pp. 
DA51A:2967.9100128. 

Abdel-Hady, Mahmoud EzzEldin. A suggested model for commu
nity participation in the administration of public education in Egypt. 
Ph.D., U. of Pittsburgh, 1990. 2741pp. DA51A:3276. 9106791. 

Bewarang, Soja Dimka. Gindiri Tetlchers' Training college: A histor
ical analysis of government appropriation [Nigeria]. Ed.D., Trinity 
Evangelical Divinity Sch., 1990. 271pp. DA51A:2660. 9100408. 

Cassidy, Thomas James. Data for decisions in developing education 
systems: An analysis of a computer-based education management infor
mation system in the Arab Republic of Egypt. Ed.D., Harvard U., 
1990. 198pp. DA51A:2936. 9032477. 

Chimwenje, Dennis Danny. Curriculum planning and decision
making process in secondary schools in Malawi. Ed.D., U. of Massa
chusetts, 1990. 590pp. DA51A:2617. 9100513. 

Cline-Cole, Rebecca Oladdiepepo. Planning programs with rural 
African refugee women: An analysis of American agencies' utilization 
of existing resources. D.Ed., Pennsylvania State U., 1990. 284pp. 
DA51A:2956.9104862. 
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Dixon, Norman W. Factors leading to the decision of Kenyan men to 
enter Bible school. Ed.D., Trinity Evangelical Divinity Sch., 1990. 
249pp. DA51A:3395. 9100410. 

Farouk, Mohammed Kabiru. Citizenship education in Nigerian jun
ior secondary schools. Ed.D., West Virginia U., 1990. 234pp. 
DA51A:2970. 9106534. 

Haffenden, Ian Grant. Evaluation of innovation implementation; a 
case study: The Seychelles National Youth Service. Ph.D., U. of Sus
sex (U.K.), 1989. 543pp. DA51A:2619. BX90417. 

Ifejika-Obukwelu, Kate Omuluzua. Igbo pottery in Nigeria: Issues 
statistical projections. Ed.D., U. of Alabama at Birmingham, 1990. 
262pp. DA51A:2590. 9100397. 

Mundende, Darlington Chongo. Childhood health and nutritional 
status in Mporokoso District, Zambia. Ph.D., Michigan State U., 
1990. 250pp. DA51A:2989. 9102711. 

Naibe, Onakporhobo Anthony. Analysis and evaluation of universal 
free primary education in Nigeria. Ed.D., Boston U., 1990. 262pp. 
DA51A:2981. 9103475. 

Nwagbaraocha, Felina Onyemaichi. A comparative study of job role 
perceptions of Nigerian federal and state educational administrators. 
Ed D., U. of San Francisco, 1990. 168pp. DA51A:2590. 9035071. 

Odey, Godwin Oboh. Computer literacy education in the secondary 
schools of Nigerill: Needs assessment and perception. Ed.D., U.S. Inter
national U., 1990. 192pp. DA51A:3394. 9108034. 

Odueze, Simon Amanze. An historical review of higher education in 
Nigeria from 1960-1985 with emphasis on curriculum development. 
Ph.D., U. of North Texas, 1990. 190pp. DA51A:2998. 9105045. 

Onda, Asuquo Otei. Factors that affect students' satisfaction in three 
Nigerian universities: Ahmadu Bello, lbadan, and Nsukka. Ph.D., 
New York U., 1990. 196pp. DA51A:2998. 9102635. 

Reche, George Nkonge. Identification of teaching competencies of 
adult literacy teachers as perceived by the supervisors and the teachers of 
adult literacy in Kenya. Ed.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State U., 1990. 193pp. DA51A:3046. 9103549. 

Ruparada, Fenton Urombo. Nationalism and educational develop
ment in Zimbabwe: A case study of national conflict and the emergent 
development strategies. Ph.D., U. of Alberta (Can.), 1990. 
DA51A:2932. 

Sianjina, Ray ton Rex. Access to education in colonial and postcolonial 
Zambia: Analysis of educational reforms and policies. Ph.D., U. of 
Mississippi, 1990. 154pp. DA51A:3297. 9107715. 

Simpson, Angela Gumede. Aptitude, school grades, Cambridge Ex
amination results, and university performance: The Swaziland case. 
Ph.D., Ball State U., 1990. 174pp. DA51A:2656. 9102601. 

Steinkamp, Roger John. Motivational factors affecting the job perfor
mance of Rwandan agricultural teachers. Ph.D., U. of Minnesota, 
1990. 407pp. DA51A:2610. 9100982. 

Taddesse, Mellesse Amossa. The role ofeducation in combatting fa
mine and promoting development in Ethiopia. Ed.D., Columbia U. 
Teachers CoIl., 1990. 187pp. DA51A:2932. 9103963. 

Ulusso, Abdi Mohamed. An analysis of the agricultural knowledge 
system of Somalia. Ph.D., Cornell U., 1990. 219pp. DA51A:2963. 
9106304. 

van der Brink, Fogerius Johannes Eugenius. Pastoralism, property 
rights, and credit: Three essays on indigenous economic institutions in 
West Africa. Ph.D., U. of Wisconsin-Madison, 1990. 301pp. 
DA51A:3164.9030817. 

Willis, Edward Peter. Education and rural development in Sudan: A 
program planning perspective and model based on a study of the educa
tion system and representative rural education programs. Ph.D., State 
U. of New York at Buffalo, 1990. 544pp. DA51A:2663. 9033748. 

Environmental Sciences 
Amegashitai, Leo Lawoe. Varying isotope response offreshwater 
mollusca to environmental change: Equatorilll Africa [Ghana &: Ken
yaJ. Ph.D., U. of Rhode Island, 1990. 200pp. DA51B:4757. 
9106503. 

Hirji, Fafik Fatehali. Institutionalizing environmental impact assess
ment in Kenya. Ph.D., Sanford U., 1990. 340pp. DA51B:3757. 
9102282. 

Fine Arts 
Kerr, Julie Ann. Parallels of African-based movement traits and aes
thetic principles in selected examples of American modern dance. 
Ed.D., Temple U., 1990. 274pp. DA51A:2549. 9100298. 

Porterfield, Todd Burke. Art in the service of French imperilllism in 
the Near East, 1789-1848: Four case studies. Ph.D., Boston U., 1990. 
370pp. DA51A:2904. 9103476. 

Geography 
EI Seed, Abdel Malik Gasm. A regional study of seasonal rainfall 
conditions in the Sudan. Ph.D., U. of Sheffield (U.K.), 1982. 248pp. 
DA51B:4251. BX91116. 

Kairu, Edward Ngang. A remote sensing-microclimatic study for es
timating regional evapotranspiration from tea (Camellia sinensis) at Ke
richo, Kenya. Ph.D., McGill U. (Can.), 1990. DA51B:4252. 



Health Sciences 
Laga, Marie. The impad of gonococcal and chlamydial infections on 
maternal and child health in Africa [Zimbabwe & KenyaJ. Ph.D., 
Vniversitaire Instelling Antwerpen (Belg.), 1990. 155pp. 
DA51B:4805.9107253. 

Mungadze, Jerry Jesphat. A descriptive study of a native African 
mental health problem known in Zimbabwe as zvirwere zvechivanhu. 
Ph.D., V. of North Texas, 1990. 129pp. DA51B:4272. 9105043. 

Ruel, Marie Therese. The role of maternal nutrition knowledge and 
formal education as determinants of child' s nutritional status in Leso
tho. Ph.D., Cornell V., 1990. 262pp. DA51B:4284. 9106292. 

History 
Barrows, Paul Wayne. The historical roots of Cape Verdean dependen
cy,1460-1990. Ph.D., V. of Minnesota, 1990. 552pp. DA51A:3494. 
9107413. 

Bucyalimwe, Mararo. Land conflicts in Masisi, Eastern Zaire: The 
impad and aftermath of Belgian colonitJl policy (1920-1989). Ph.D., In
diana V., 1990. 359pp. DA51A:3494. 9107300. 

Clark, Andrew Francis. Economy and society in the upper Senegal 
Valley, West Africa, 1850-1920. Ph.D., Michigan State V., 1990. 
366pp. DA51A:3186. 9102657. 

Majak Koejok, Damazo Out. The Northern Bahr al-Ghazal: People, 
alien encroachment and rule, 1856-1956 [Sudan]. Ph.D., V. of Cali
fornia, Santa Barbara, 1990. 392pp. DA51A:3187. 9104513. 

Nuri, Maqsud Ulhasan. Cuban policy in Africa: The limits of the 
proxy model. Ph.D., V. of South Carolina, 1990. 478pp. 
DA51A:2844. 9101481. 

Osmane, Rahima Kenza. Land expropriation and assimilation: A 
comparative study of French policy in Algeria and federal InditJn policy 
in the United States during the nineteenth century. Ph.D., V. of Keele 
(U.K.), 1988. 347pp. DA51A:3192. BX91114. 

Ramsay, Frederick Jeffress. The rise and fall of the Bakwena dynasty 
ofsouth-central Botswana, 1820-1940. Ph.D., Boston V., 1991. 
467pp. DA51A:3187. 9104374. 

Reigel, Corey Walter. The First World War in East Africa: A reinter
pretation. Ph.D., Temple V., 1990. 263pp. DA51A:2844. 9100330. 

Rives, James Boykin. Religion and authority in the territory of Roman 
Carthage from Augustus to Constantine [TunisiaJ. Ph.D., Stanford 
V., 1990. 290pp. DA51A:2842. 9102341. 

Rosenthal, Anton Benjamin. Controlling the line: Worker strategies 
and transport capital on the railroads of Ecuador, Zambia and Zimbab
we, 1916-1950. Ph.D., V. of Minnesota, 1990. 322pp. DA51A:3195. 
9103335. 

Serels, Mark Mitchell. A history of the Jews of Tangier in the nine
teenth and twentieth centuries [MoroccoJ. Ph.D., New York V., 
1990. 491pp. DA51A:2841. 9102560. 

Tahir, Ahmad. The social writings of Shaykh 'Uthman b. Fudi: A crit
ical and analytical study [NigeriaJ. Ph.D., McGill V. (Can), 1989. 
DA51A:3196. 

Language 
Abdelfattah, Nabil Mohamed Saber. Linguistic changes in journa

listic language in Egypt, 1935-1989: A quantitative and comparative 
analysis. Ph.D., V. of Texas at Austin, 1990. 201pp. DA51A:3397. 
9105503. 

Carlson, Robert Joel. A grammar of Supyire: Kampwo dialect [Mali]. 
Ph.D., V. of Oregon, 1990. 1048pp. DA51A:2728. 9101948. 

Eggers, Ellen Kahan. Temporal anaphora in discourse [Burundi & 
RwandaJ. Ph.D., V. of Washington, 1990. 215pp. DA51A:3055. 
9104222. 

Elderkin, Edward Derek. The significance and origin of the use of 
pitch in Sandawe [Tanzania]. D.Phil., V. of York (V.K.), 1989. 
339pp. DA51A:3055. BX91181. 

Literature 
Houyoux, Suzanne Brichaux. Aime Cesaire: "Une saison au Congo" 
(Annotated edition). Ph.D., V. of Virginia, 1990. 556pp. 
DA51A:3096.9100760. 

Ryan, Judylyn Susan. Water from an ancient well: The recuperation 
of double-consciousness in African-American narrative. Ph.D., V. of 
Wisconsin-Madison, 1990. 421pp. DA51A:34Q5. 9100160. 

Said, Aleya Abdel Salam. An analysis of form and style in the plays 
of Tasfik ai-Hakim [Egypt]. Ph.D., V. of Georgia, 1990. 188pp. 
DA51A:2737.9100720. 

Mass Communications 
Onwumechili, Chukwuka Agodi. The roles of television in adapting 
African students to American culture in the United States. Ph.D., Ho
ward V., 1990. 204 pp. DA51A:3267. 9107973. 

Music 
Maraire, Dumisani Abraham. The position of music in Shona Mudzi
mu (ancestral spirit) possession [Zimbabwe]. Ph.D., V. of Washing
ton, 1990. 385pp. DA51A:2917. 9104268. 

Physical Sciences 
Nyandwi, Ignace. Mechanical and physical properties of three timber 
species of potential strudural use in Rwanda. Ph.D., Marquette V., 
1990. 305pp. DA51B:3974. 9101420. 



Political Science 
Ahmida, Ali Abdullatif. For God, homeland, and clan: Regional and 
social origins of collaboration and anticolonial resistance, Libya, 1830
1932. Ph.D., V. of Washington, 1990. 354pp. DA51A:3204. 
9104197. 

Akiba, Okon Etim. Continuity (and change) in Nigerian foreign poli
cy towards Africa, 1960-1985: Critical issues and analysis. Ph.D., V. of 
Toronto (Can.), 1990. DA51A:3504. 

AI-Khaledi, Murkhi A wad Nassar. Coercive diplomacy: The Nko
mati Accord between Mozambique and South Africa: A study of the re
actions of the front line states and the effectiveness and implications of 
the Accord. Ph.D., V. of Kent at Canterbury (V.K.), 1990. 422pp. 
DA51A:2865. BX90401. 

Alkali, Rufa'i Ahmed. The World Bank and the political economy of 
agriculture in Nigeria: A case study of the Bauchi State Agricultural 
Development Project. Ph.D., V. of Reading (U.K.), 1989. 537pp. 
DA51A:3213. BX91159. 

Amadife, Emmanuel Nkem. Pre-theories and theories offoreign poli
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